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Asbury Theological Seminary opened her doors for the fall quarter on Sep
tember 18th. The summer months were filled with activities in preparation
for the fall opening. It was perhaps the busiest summer in the history of the
Seminary.
Our new business manager, Mr. Earl Savage, assumed his duties in July. He,
in cooperation with the Vice-President, Dr. li. Joseph Martin, supervises the
many activitiC'S now involved in our building program in the erection of four
new buildings: the Morrison Memorial Administration Building, the Estes
Chapel, the Library Building, and the "Betty Morrison'' memorial apartment
house building for married students.
In addition to the supervision of the many activities entailed with the con
struction of these buildings there has been the work in connection with the
erection of twenty Government units for G. I. men. Several dwelling houses
have been remodeled into apartments for married students.
The big problem with which we were confronted during the entire sum
mer was the question of housing faciliities for the steadily increasing num
ber of new students applying for admission at the opening of the fall quar
ter. Before mid-summer it was evident that we would need housing for a hun
dred more students than we have room to accommodate. This situation makes
doubly imperative the pushing of our building program for more room.
The June commencement was a r-ed letter day in the history of the Sem
inary. There were thirty B.D. graduates in the graduating class, the largest
in the history of the institution. The commencement offering for the "Betty
Morrison" Memorial Building exceeded |31,000. The total of the new gifts
announced at commencement exceeded |130,000.
The new organization of the Alumni As.sociation was effected at commence
ment with Dr. R. P. Shuler, pastor of the Trinity ^Methodist Church of Los
Angeles, delivering the alumni address. Dr. Shuler also delivered the Bacca
laureate sermon. Rev. Don Morris, pastor of the First Methodist Church at
Saginaw, Michigan, was elected president of the Alumni Association. Dean
F. H. Larabee, who had been dean of the Seminary since 1924, retired as dean
at the June commencement and was elected Dean Emeritus. Dr. William D.
Turkington, professor of Xew Testament in the Seminary, was elected as
dean to succeed Dr. Larabee. Dr. B. Joseph Martin, professor of Christian
Education, was elected Vice-President of the Seminary. Dr. Larabee contin
ues in a teaching capacity on the faculty in the field of Xew Testament Greek.
Mr. T. Delos Crary was elected treasurer of the Seminary to succeed Mr. J. H.
Prichard who found it necessarv to resign on account of his heavy duties in
connection with the Prnterosfnl Herald.
(Concluded on paire 104)
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Religious Education Under Fire
B. Joseph Martin
The first two decades of the present
century saw the emergence of religious
education as one of the major move
ments of American Protestantism.
After World War I, the idea of a
"teaching church" swept the country.
The Boston University School of Reli
gious Education enrollment increased
from 105 in 1918 to 607 in 1928. De
partments of religious education have
been organized in nearly all the major
denominations. Colleges, universities
and seminaries have added depart
ments of religious education. Like
most things American, Protestantism
organized itself for religious education
work in a big way.
Like every other complex movement,
this educational awakening of the
clmrch was the result of many differ
ent factors. Among those factors must
be included new developments in so
ciology, ])sychology, educational phi
losophy; the critical historical meth
ods employed in tlie study of the Bi-
))le; the dominance of the scientific
method in religion; and the evolution-
aiy view of life and God. A complete
analysis reveals the facts that it was
also the fruit of a new mode of reli
gious life and thought. This new out
look is u.sually called libeial Chris
tianity� a movement which seeks
nothing short of a complete recon-
strnction of Christianity.
That a discontent with traditional
Christianity ensued is readily evident
to those who have "ears to hear, and
eyes to see." In 1913, J. T. Shotwell
opened a series of lectures with these
words: "We are in the midst of a reli
gious revolution! The old regime of
immemorial belief and custom is van
ishing before our eyes. Faiths so old
that they come to us from the pre
historic world are yielding, to the dis
coveries of yesterday." Charles A. Ell-
wood stated in 1923: "Like all other
institutions, religion is in a revolu
tion." J. Gresham Machen felt the
elements of change in the religious
world, which change he deplored.
"... the present time is a time of
conflict. The great redemptive reli
gion which has always been known as
Christianity is battling against a to
tally diverse type of religious belief,
which is only the more destructive of
the Christian faith because it makes
use of traditional Christian terminol
ogy'." An objective observation re
veals the tendency in American liberal
theology to use many traditional
terms, but with new meaning. The
terms "salvation," "sin," "redemp
tion," and "regeneration" have a dif
ferent content for liberal and evan
gelical Christianity.
Liberalism is a new type of Chris
tianity. As such it has some definite
pronouncements and a distinctive po
sition on : the Bible, the religious life,
creed, worship, man, and Jesus Christ.
The Bible is viewed as the product
of a social process which negates rev
elation. The method of Biblical study,
for liberalism, is that of a critical his
torical approach and it accepts with
out equivocation ( in the classroom, if
not in the pulpit) the results of scien
tific enquiry. Thus, the Bible loses its
authoritative voice and is not viewed
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h\ liberals as the Word of God. This
explains why so much of the church
school literature is non-biblical.
The religious life is viewed in terms
of a growth process. The "growth"
concept in religious education was
largely the result of one man, Horace
Bushnell. In the middle of the 19th
century Bushnell wrote his l>ook,
Christian Xurtnre, in whicli he sternlv
criticized the practice of revivalistic
churches in their insistence upon a
conscious emotional experience, and
maintained "that the child is to grow
up a Christian and never know him
self as otherwise." This book was the
strong influence which turned the at
tention of the churches away from an
emphasis on evangelical conversion to
a growth emphasis. Here lies one of
the main causes for the alarming de
cline in church school attendance dur
ing the past few years. Liberal reli
gious education stands condemned in
the presence of its failure to convert
its pupils!
Liberalism is in its essential nature
a progressive movement, always
changing, always in flux ; its conclu
sions are never fixed or static ; it has
no unalterable "deposit of faith" to
teach. It does not desire uniformity
of opinion. The religious life is viewed
largely as a social interpretation rath
er than metaphysical. The interest is
directed more in social welfare than
in "saving souls." There is a labored ef
fort at maintaining a minimum of ab
solutes and a conscious effort to prom
ulgate a maximum tentativeness. The
lack of any supernaturalism is con-
sjucuous. For the liberal religious ed
ucator, the center of interest is else
where. Hence, religious teachers have
seen more clearly what not to do than
irhat to teach or hoiu to teach. ^lost
liberal exponents have been so pre
occupied with ultimate aims of a re
deemed social order, that they have
failed to concern themselves with some
immediate objectives, namely, provid
ing the learner with spiritual capital
\. ith which to do spiritual business.
Liberal religious educators have justly
earned the criticism of failing to give
tlie children of the church schools an
<.dequate Christian faith.
Although it is not so prevalent as it
once was among liberal adherents, it
-s still true that for liberal religions
educators, creed is lelegated to a sub-
oidinate position, if not to the dark
ages! The interest is directed toward
an inquiry into the "life of Jesus."' In
failing to properly indoctrinate the
learner, liberal religious education has
made possible the onslaught in its
ranks of the sect-tyi)e churches,
Roman Catholicism and the esoteric
religion of Christian Science. It is a
tragic fact that in the period when the
major Protestant churches lost the
most members, the above named
groups increased in membership.
Again, liberal religious education
stands condemned for its tragic fail
ure to perpetuate historic evangelical
trnths.
No idea of evangelical faith was
more offensive to the 19th century lib
erals than the idea of human deprav
ity. Of course, the idea of the sinful
ness of man was totally incompatible
with Bushnell's goodness of man. The
predominant emphasis was "a sunny
view of man." The basic element in
Channing's theology is the doctrine of
man's inherent divinity. In his dis
course, "Likeness to God," 1828, he
states: "In Christianity I meet per
petual testimonies to the divinity of
human nature." Since man has within
him the seeds of divinity, all he needs
to do is unfold, develop and grow
more like God. The mere mentioning
of names such as Niebuhr, Barth and
Lewis is sufficient to show that some
thing of significant importance is hap
pening in regard to the refutation of
the "goodness of man" concept. This
is but one of the many resurgences in
America of basic theological concepts
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that most liberals supposed they had
left behind for good.
Liberalism has Jesus Christ on its
hands, and it doesn't know what to do
with him. But make up its mind it
must and will ! And when liberalism
has made up its mind about a Chris
tology, it is duty bound to express its
statements in language that the man
of the street will clearly understand
and not be fooled. Liberal religious
education will have to choose to have
it.s mind made up at this point by a
Channing, a Bushnell, a Parker, and a
Fosdick, or by a St. Paul, a Luther,
and a \V^eslev. And in that choice lies
the doom or the glory of religious ed
ucation.
The premise with which Protestant
liberals have sought to interpret the
nature of Jesus is very different from
that of earlier Christian thinkers. Dr.
Fosdick in his book, The Modern
Use of the Bible, states this contrast
clearly. "They started with the cer
tainty that -lesus came from the di
vine realm and then wondered how
he could be truly man; we start from
the certainty that he was genuinely
man and then wonder in what sense
he can be God." It is in this reversal
of certainty that lil>eral theologians
cut the nerve center oi a dynamic his
toric Christology. In other words, the
rc:il Jesus for liberalism is a twen
tieth century modernist! Liberal re
ligious education stands condemned
for its failure to give to the Protestant
church schools a virile, all-saving,
il toning Christ. The sand is fast run
ning out of the glass of time and reli-
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gious educators had better hurry up
and answer this question in plain, sim
ple words : "Is Jesus Son of God or is
He a mere child of his culture?" In
that answer lies much of the destiny
of religious education. Sometime or
another, the cleavage with Unitrian-
ism will have to be made.
W^e are facing what is believed by
many to be the most serious crisis
that Christianity has had to confront.
.Much of contemporary American life
is characterized by educated heathen
ism and cultured paganism. Ours is
a heathenism, not of the jungles, but
of college and university campus.
Ours is a paganism, not of backward
peoples, but of smartness and with a
veneer of culture, ^lodern America
sins with linesse and refuses to admit
that he sins. Our age pursues its evil
ways with an Emily I*ost tinesse. Add
to this the overwhelming social issues
precipitated h\ modern industrialism
and one need not be a prophet to pre
dict that sweeping, radical changes
must occur within the thought life
and objectives of liberal Protestant
ism, or else Christianity will be rele
gated to a subordinate status within
western civilization. Whether we will
have two types of Christianity�liber
al and evangelical�or ome type, is no
longer a debate taking place in class
rooms only. The issue is very definite
and so important that it is argued in
the presence of the laity. And herein
lies the optimistic belief that evangel
ical Christianity will win in the con
test.
The Church and The Crisis
In ReUgion*
Wilder R.
Xeaiiy two thousand years ago when
the destinies of the infant Church
seemed to be at a very low ebb,
Christ uttered a prophecy which
for sheer audacity is perhaps un
matched in all literature. By any
pragmatic test, the future of the
Church at that time was very unprom
ising. And yet in its darkest hour
Christ spoke the words of the text, "1
will build my Church, and the gates
of hell shall not prevail against it.
And I will give thee the keys of the
kingdom of heaven." Matt. 1G:18-19.
Twenty centuries have passed, and
here it is, the most vital, persistent
and dynamic force in the world.
Through the vicissitudes of the ceu-
tur-ies it has endured, ever transform
ing the crude, intractable milieu of
tlie world into steadily improving pat
terns of practical expression and ideal
istic conception.
Today, I want you to think about
this divinely commissioned institution,
the Church. I shall discu.ss its nature,
its place in history, and the present
crisis in which it finds itself. In so do
ing I hope to make clear the part we
ought to play as individuals and as an
institution in the present, confusing
scheme of things.
I
The Xatfre Of The Chfrcit
The New Testament term for the
Church is Ehklcsia, which means a
*This is the text of an inaugural dissertation
delivered upon the occasion of Dr. W. R. Reyn
olds' installation as professor of church history
in Asbury Theological Seminary, held at a con
vocation in Wilmore, Kentucky on Thursday, Oc
tober 17, 1946.
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called-out assembly of men. The word
.s used 111 times in the New Testa
ment. The term has at least four uses
ov applications: 1. the universal
Church formed of regenerated persons
vitally united to Christ; 2. the local
church; 3. a group of churches; and
1. the visible church without reference
to locality or number.
It is the larger and more compre
hensive meaning of the Church which
will occupy us here. By this I mean
the concept of the Church as the whole
liody of the redeemed in this age. This
implies not an organization but an or
ganism. It is the "body of Christ," a
distinct "mystery," according to Ephe-
sians 3:1-11, the unfolding of which
was committed to the Apostle Paul.
This universal, redeemed brotherhood
of man is mentioned three times in
the Gospels, nineteen times in the
Acts, and sixty-two times in Paul's
epistles.
This Church, "which is His body,"
is revealed in its varied relationships
and missions. It is a part of the King
dom of God, but not the whole of it;
for the Kingdom includes all moral
intelligences in every age and sphere
which are subject to the divine au
thority. Corporately, it is "His l)ody,
the fullness of Him that fills all in
all." The body is for service and man
ifestation ; and so this Church is
charged with the marvelous privilege
of making Him visible to men.
The text reveals the two-fold func
tion of its nature and office. The
Lord's confession concerning His
Church, "Upon this rock I will build
my Church," was made in answer to
Peter's confession that he was the
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Messiah. "Thou art the :Messiah" is
the eternal fact upon which the
Church must forever rest. Emil Brun
ner is e.\actly right in his great book.
The Messiah, in making the messiah-
ship of Jesus the central fact in the
entire moral universe.
The function of the Church is im
plied in these challenging words:
"The gates of hell shall not ])revail
against it." This reveals the nature of
the Church as a conquering army,
leading an exodus out of all bondage,
even death. The figure is that of an
army marching foi'th to war. The con-
fiict is against the opposing forces of
evil in our world. Christ's descrijv
tion of His Church is that of ti glor
ious, militant, aggressive, viciorions
host that storms the very gates of hell,
and wins. The Church in i�ur dav,
when measured by this standard,
seems to leave something to be dosir< d.
It looks more like a force that has
been routed and has honght shelter
within its citadel. It seems to be fight
ing a defensive battle rathei* weakly.
To this extent it violates its own na
ture and betrays the confidence of its
head and Lord.
"I will give thee the keys of the
Kingdom." This speaks of the office
of the Church as the repository of a
true, a moral, authority. It is en
trusted with responsibility concerning
the ethic of heaven for the government
of earth. Therefore, its witness should
be clear, positive, and uncompromis
ing. The jiresent weak, confused, vac
illating attitude does not comport
with the high, divine destiny of the
(Miurch of Christ.
A very exalted view of the nature
of the Church is set forth in Ferre's
recent book, The Return to Chri.^itian-
itg."^ He develops the thesis that the
Church is the "Kingdom of God on
earth"; "it is the extension of the
Atonement"; it is "the embodiment in
1 Nels F. S. Ferre. Return to Chr'istiamty. p.
41flF.
histor-y of the Holy Spirit"; and it is
"the end for which God made the
world." He is definite and specific
concerning the Church's lelation to
the world; yet he is very positive in
asserting that "the first functi(m of
the Church, nevertheless, is makinii
God known and effective in the heart-;
of men.'* Incidental to this is the oU-
ligation of the Church "to condemn
all evil,*' "to offer forgiveness. i)ardon.
and healing to confused and weary
men, and to indoctrinate its mem
bers, especially the young, not only
with the faith that in saving gives
steadiness and creativity to human
lives, but also with the ideals of a
Christian society and a Christian
world."
This view would seem to hold the
individualistic and the social aspects
of the Gospel in proper balance. It is
in line with the great declaration of
Christ in Mark 12 :30-31 : "Thou shalt
love the Lord thy God with all thy
heart, and with all thy sonl, and with
all thy mind, and with all thv strength
�and�Thou shalt love thy neighbor
as thyself." It is needless to remark
that the Church of the past has been
chiefly concerned with the piety of the
law (relationship to God), but now
the morality of the law (relationship
to man) is receiving great considera
tion. That is well; for we cannot be
God's children without sharing God's
concern for the world. In short, the
Church is one of the redemptive agen
cies of God in the world.
II
The Church Ix History
The Church has proven to be the
most adaptable, the most resilient, the
most tenacious and the most aggress
ive institution in the history of west
ern Europe during the i)ast two thous-
jind years. Its conquest of the Roman
Empire in three or four centuries is
one of the greatest exploits in all his
tory. Without a king, army, capl.iin
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or sword it went forth to conquer by
force of ideas alone.
I know it is the fashion to condemn
the Church of the past as an obscur
antist, reactionary impediment in the
march to progress. It is popular to
condemn it as the foe of every man of
science who dared to suffer for the
truth. It has been charged with fo
menting and waging unholy wars, of
supporting corrupt political systems,
and of defending iniquitous social and
economic systems.
Now one wonders just what theol
ogies and creeds these critics have
been reading. So far as I am able to
discover, no church of the past or pres
ent has ever made a creedal statement
on political theory, economics, social
theory or natural science. Not even
evolutionism, which is admittedly rev
olutionary and disruptive of faith, has
evoked official dogmatic or creedal
statements from most of the churches.
Nor has any Church, excepting the
Quakers, Mennonites, Brethren and a
few others, made a creedal statement
on such a burning issue as the nature
of war.
We are ready to admit that there
have been men in the Church who did
all the things these critics charge. But
very often they were the immoral,
simoniacal politicians and demagogues
who have been sharply condemned by
the spiritual men in every age. So far
as my information goes, Roger Bacon,
Galileo, Kepler, Copernicus, Newton,
Darwin, Millikin and Jeans have been
sons and, for the most part, loyal
members of the Church. Why not rec
ognize these as valid representatives
of the Church as well as the corrupt
politicians who might have dominated
its machinery? I prefer to believe that
the true Church has always been
abreast of the intellectual advance, if
not in a leading position. It has been
foremost in the conquest of truth, and
the material forces of each age; yet
the sjA'mhol of her unitv as the seal of
her conquest is the abiding Christ in
the human heart, in hunmn life, and
in human societv.
No, I cannot accept the pessimistic
view that the Church has been a
stumbling-block in the path of prog-
less. I am sure the storv of history
will not sustain that thesis. History
will tell us that idolatry and bloody
sacritices perished from the vast do-
nmin conquered by Christianity, and
the nameless vice disappeared with
heathenism. It will tell us that mar
riage received a new sanction and
sacredness, the home a purity, and
woman a position of honor before un
known when the ( hurch triumphed in
the world. History will tell of the in
troduction of a thousand philanthro
pies unknown in a heathen world.
Mercy came into public law and civil
society through the Church. Children,
widows, orphans, slaves, prisoners, the
sick and the maimed, the wretched
debtor and the outcast, were to know
a new compassion and sympathy when
the Church won.
Let us not disparage the role of the
Church in our civilization. What we
call modern life and modern civiliza
tion rests definitely upon it. The con-
veision and training of the Germanic
peoples, the builders of this western
culture, was the work of the Church.
Through it were mediated the arts and
culture of the ancient world. Our civ
ilization does not draw its principles,
or methods, or inspiration from hea
then sources, whether of the orient, or
Greece, or Rome; nor from Moham
medanism, infidelity, or atheism, but
from western Christianity. Our de
mocracy is solidly based on the ideal
ism of the Sermon on the Mount and
the Golden Rule, which has been fos
tered by the Church. When that ideal
ism goes, democracy will become un
tenable and we will have the "man on
horseback."
It requires only superficial insight
to see that redeemed men who have
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become the sons of God have been the
"salt of the earth" in every generation.
It is certainly becoming increasingly
apparent that it is folly to expect de
liverance from the menace of the im
pending crisis of tliis honr from United
Nations Organizations, Security Coun
cils, communistic milleniums or pen
ny-wise" politicians. Our hope must
be in the Christ of history. He
Kaid. "I will build my Church, and the
gates of hell shall not prevail against
it." That glorious destiny divinely
foretold has not yet been realized. Our
help must now come from this source,
or it will not come at all. It is pre-
])osteious to look to God-denying,
( hrist-rejecting political, economic or
social systems to save us.
Ill
The Present Crisis
Within the past one hundred years
a revolution profound and far-reach
ing has precipitated the greatest crisis
in the history of the Church. This
revolution has challenged the very
fundamentals of the Faith. The Prot
estant Reformation had gone deep,
but the identities between Protestants
and Catholics were deeper still. The
world of Luther was not materially
different in its basic conceptions from
the world of Athanasius and Augus
tine; and the world of Jonathan Ed
wards was substantially the same as
Calvin's. That is to say, western civ
ilization was essentially Christian in
outlook.
The point of departure for the forces
which have so greatlv modified the
modern outlook may be taken as the
year of the publication of Darwin's
On'gin of Species. 1859. This achieve
ment suggested the formula by which
science and historv have been restated;
and the physicists, chemists, biologists
and psychologists have been quick to
relate their theories to the new view-
jioint.
Amonii' others who contributed to
the revolution the following may be
named: James Hutton, in his Theory
of the Earth, was the fir-st to question
the Genesis cosmology. Lyell, in his
Principles of Geology, attempted to
show how the earth was molded; he
also developed the theory of the se
quence of fossils, and he formulated
the doctrine of Uniformitarianism in
])lace of the doctrine of Catastrophism
as taught in the Bible. Herbert Spen
cer developed a cismic evolutionism
by advocating a general evolutionary
system in all branches of human
thought. Laplace produced the Neb
ular Hypothesis which enabled the
scientists to discard neatly the doc
trine of Creationism. The results were
so startling that William James was
led to observe at the turn of this cen
tury that a revolution had occurred
in a single generation which was so
profound and transforming that the
O'd truths, which had spoken so sav
ingly and livingly to our fathers, now
seemed as strange and outlandish as if
they had come from another planet.
This revolution along with the
scientific front was paralleled by the
rise of the "Higher Criticism" on the
biblical front which produced a fur
ther reaction upon faith and caused
the average man to lose his bearings.
On the psychological and philosoph
ical fronts, materialism in'fluenced the
attitnde of multitudes, and Pragma
tism, with its relativism in ethics and
morals, destroyed the faith of men in
the finality of Christ and Christian
truth.
The upshot of all these profoundly
distnrbing theories has been to plunge
us into an age of confusion. Science,
Biblical criticism, psycholog;\' and
])hilo.sophy have all had their share
in making people impatient with the
inherited systems of belief, or doubt
ful or defiant of them. Dean Inge has
described the situation thus, "Tlie In
diistrial Revolution has generated a
new tyi)e of baibarism, wilh no roots
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in the past. An unnatural and un
healthy mentality has been developed,
whose chief characteristic is a pro
found secularity and materialism.
Men are impatient of discipline,
scornful of old methods, contempt
uous of experience, and unwilling to
pay the price of the best."
This scientific revolution produced a
serious rift within the organized
Church itself. The modernist-funda
mentalist split is familiar enough to
all. The present state of that prob
lem is cogently analyzed by Dean Wil
lard L. Sperry in his recent book. Re
ligion in America. He finds our theo
logical world sharply divided, with
our most vocal and assertive leaders
ranged either at the humanistic left
or the neo-orthodox right. Hetween
these extremes he sees a great middle
group which is without e.'tective
spokesmen and candidly ])erplexed
and inarticulate.
The Dean describes the theological
left as "a group of resolute ])ersous
who are convinced that we should ac
cept the full logic of our liberalism
over the last century and a half, and
go on to an unashamed humanism."-
He also points out the crisis among
the liberals. He says many of them
are "tired of the summons to self re
liance." They are looking for some
spiritual and moral power not them
selves to which they may give them
selves. They find it increasingly dif
ficult to hold the blandly cheerful
view of human nature which was once
the fashion. Even Bishop McConnell,
writing in the Church School Maga
zine at the time of Pearl Harbor, said
flatly that we have been too optimistic
in our view of human nature. We have
refused to recognize that there is
something demonic in human nature,
which thing was then finding expres
sion in German and Japanese atroci
ties. Although he would not go back to
2 Willard L. Sperry : Religion In America,
p, 155.
the orthodox doctrine of original sin,
his inference was that we must devel
op a modern equivalent of that doc
trine. Walter Lippman expressed the
very same ideas in his column at the
same time.
At the theological right is neo-
orthodoxy, headed by Karl Barth.
This movement advocates return to
the theology of the Keformers; as
such, it is crypto-Calvinistic to say
the least. From our local viewpoint,
it over-emphasizes the divine sover
eignty at the expense of human re-
sponsilf^ility, and it unduly disparages
human nature. But it is the most
challenging movement on the theo
logical horizon at the moment, and it
definitely spearheads an international
theological advance in the direction of
an evangelical Christianity.
There are also evidences that the
theological right is at a cross-roads�
it has its crisis. An editorial in
United Evangelical Action for August
15, 191t>, is an arresting article. Ed
itor .Murch tells of a meeting of young
evangelical scholars in a conference
"with the express purpose of discover
ing the weaknesses of evangelicals and
possilde ways and means of overcom
ing them." He says these young evan
gelicals discovered that there are two
kinds of evangelicals. One group crvs-
tallized and solidified its creed and
])ractice at the 1880 level, the time
when liberalism began to make great
inroads upon the Church. The other
group seeks to be modern without be
ing modernists. These are not afraid
of an intellectual approach to the
proTDlems of our day.
Editor :\Iurch gives us this soul-
searching criticism, and, since he is
talking about his own family, his criti
cism must be regarded as purely con
structive :
Even in evangelism, the pride and joy of fun
damentalism, there is a serious lack. Evangelists
of this type place a premium on ignorance. Their
sermons are so lacking in intellectual content
that they fail completely to challenge thinking
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people. These sermons are aimed at the emo
tions, not the mind. They consist of jargon so
stereotyped that when these evangelists hear a
thinking evangelist preaching New Testament
doctrine in our modem-day English language
they suspect that he is a modernist. ... It is
small wonder, under this type of evangelism, that
thousands are lost as soon as the wave of emotion
has passed.
He points out tliat too often tliese
churches are a thing apart from the
community.
There is little personal witness or testimorry as
to the position of the church in the world, little
discussion between individuals concerning the
bases of Christian behavior. Sometimes the
avoidance of lipstick, bobbed hair, wearing of
jewelry, lodges or movies marks the church
members from others in the community, yet these
same people may be guilty of sins of hypocrisy,
bigotry and a Pharisaism far more serious in the
eye of God and man.
IV
A Challenge
In the stirring boolv previously re
ferred to, Return to Christianity by
FeiTe, the author sweepingly indicts
science, traditional theology and mod
ernism.^ He calls them all "cracked
bells." Our task," he says, "is to melt
down these cracked bells and to forge
a Christian bell that will ring true
enough to be convincing and loud
enough to be heard." He proceeds to
show in vigorous detail how and why
these bells have cracked.
KScience is the bell to which this age
has listened most intently. It revolu
tionized our world by making it richer
and more comfortable and by forging
new and sharper weapons of truth.
But it failed because it became mate
rialistic. It has nothing to say about
ultimate reality. It has chosen to de
limit its sphere to the purely physical-
historical world. Men are beginning
now to understand that its natural
istic metaphysics is not scientific. By
leaving out all moral purpose, science
has failed, even practically. In the
brightest day of scientific achievement
civilization has been more broadly and
deeply threatened than ever before.
Traditional theology has failed, ac
cording to the author, "because, in
stead of believing in the power of
(jrod's love (as shown in the life, teach
ings and death of Jesus Christ) to
translorm both man and society, it
merely projected actuality as it now
is, with its good and bad, into an in
tensified eternal dimension."^ The re
sult has been to lower the demands on
conduct, particularly on that of so
ciety, almost to the point of the pre
vailing conventional standards. Too
often it became allied with the status
(juo of the world, compromised its
spirit and message, and failed in its
true mission as the herald of a daring
prophetic power for the transforma
tion of all the relationships of men.
Modeiiiisni failed because its stand
ards were not primarily religious. It
claimed to be a religion, but its stand
ards were those of positivistic science.
It became overly intellectualistic,
whereas faith appeals to the will and
to the emotions. "Although its Chris
tian sensitivity gave it a social con
cern, it tended to lose both religious
and social force because it was all the
while blind to the fact that an ade
quate religion must have its source,
standard, and dynamics in a power
primarily not of this world." His gen
eral conclusion is that traditional the
ology, while it is ver-y religious, failed
because it was not Christian enough;
and modernism, while it was basically
(Christian in thought, failed because it
was not religious enough. One gets
the idea that the ideal type of Chris
tian would be a modernist imbued
with the ardor and zeal of a funda
mentalist evangelist. Up to now those
two things have seemed to be mutually
exclusive.
Dr. Ferre is severe and caustic in
his criticism of things as they now
are. And well he might be. But his
criticism is not merely negative; it is
to a very purposeful end. He goes on
3 Ferre, op cit., pp. 2ff
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to expound his views as to what real
ChriMtianity is and how it should per
form. He defines true Christianity as
agape (Christian love). To those who
are familiar with Wesley's teachings
on perfect love, the author's exposition
has a very familiar ring. But for lof
tiness of ideal and exalted standard of
conduct there is nothing in holiness
literature which surpasses it.
A few quotations will suffice to show
the author's general view. It is to be
observed that he is dealing with the
positive, objective aspects of Christian
love, whereas the Wesleyan school has,
perhaps, been more concerned with
the negative, subjective aspects.
Christian Agape is complete, self-giving con
cern for others.
? * *
In such community all selfishness is gone; all
indifference is gone ; all ignorance which springs
from individual and social inertia�is gone.
* * ?
In it there is no suspicion, no envy, no evil
imagination of the heart.
* * *
The individual finds himself in a friendly, ap
preciative, helpful fellowship, which brings out
the best in him in terms of growth, creativity,
and spontaneity, for in the finding of this fellow
ship he has also found his deepest self.
* * ?
The will to live has become a will to love; the
will to power, a will to fellowship; the will to
superiority, a will to service; the will to social
recognition, a will to social responsibility and
concern.
* * *
In Agape, man wants to be used by God, his
heart overflows with gratitude and joy for what
God is for the whole world, and he longs to
serve his fellowmen better and to become a
better member of the Christian fellowship.
* * *
Live religion lives by worship, by prayer, by
fellowship, by obedience, by service, by personal
vision, by walking with God.
* ? *
Radical Christianity is needed 'that unmistake-
ably shows the signs of the Spirit, that is so
vital, that has such insight, power, concern, wis
dom, and victorious enthusiasm, that it shows, in
short, such adequacy of spirit that men will own
the source because they cannot deny the eflFects.'
* * *
God's concern for the world.
* * *
Christian Agape is never fanatical, never mere
ly tolerant, and never in the slightest sense neg
ative.
* * *
Christian Agape always strives for the truth,
but is always humble, never quarreling, never of
fensive, never domineering, never defensive.
* * *
We need men whose will to live has been freed
from the will to power, to success, to superiority,
to social recognition, to possession, and to pre
tense.
* * *
We must have indispensably a new, sweeping
Christian revival which is bigger than the old
conversionism and deeper than the old social gos-
pelism.
* * *
There must also come a new prophetic preach
ing deeply rooted in the Christian Gospel which




No one can read the author's mov
ing evangel without being deeply
stirred. Here is a standard that is
higher in some respects than Wesley
set. As followers of Wesley, we are in
sympathetic accord with the author's
earnest appeal, and in my opinion we
are in a position to do something
about it. To put it in a hackneyed
American phrase, "We are in a scoring
position."
The question may be raised, "Is the
ideal of Christian character and con
duct herein delineated too lofty?''
May it be that the author is pleading
for something which our fathers de
scribed as Adamic perfection and
which is unattainable in this life by
poor, ignorant, deranged, fallen mor
tals? The complaisant thing, perhaps
the instinctive act of self-defense,
might be to dismiss the whole thing
as the impractical dream of a vision
ary. In all probability the rational
thing to do is to accept the challenge
of it and make a supreme effort to do
something about it.
We cannot be God's children without sharing 4 Ferre, op . cit,, 17ff.
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If the author's standard may per
chance be out of our reach, may it not
be true that we have been content to
live by a standard that is indefensibly
low. PerhaiKS we have been too ready
to say that perfect love is a thing
purely subjective, that it is a matter
solely of motives, purposes and inten
tions; and that action, performance
and conduct can never be brought into
line because of infirmities and the
weakness of the flesh. This excuses a
lot of miserably poor living on the
basis that our hearts may be pure and
holy but our heads are uneducated
and unlightened, therefore there must
always be a disparate lag between pur
pose and performance.
It is indeed heartening to hear men
from a totally different theological
clinmte from ours begin to emphasize
the things in which we have been tra
ditionally interested. I have quoted
largely from Sperry and Ferre, not be
cause they have introduced something
new and unheard of, but because they
are speaking a language that has long
been familiar to us. It should stir us
to greater diligence in our efforts to
more fully comprehend the great
truths to which we stand committed
and to increase our energy to more
effectually make them known to
others.
It has been shown that the major
theological camps are in crisis. Per-
hai)s it may not be amiss to say that
the cause of Wesleyan perfectionism
is also at the cross-roads. It is this
writer's opinion that the teaching on
this great doctrine was largely crys
tallized and stereotyped by Ralston's
Elements of Divinity, a magnificent
work in Biblical Theologv', three gen
erations ago. Most of the literature
which has appeared on the subject
since has been purely inspirational
and hortatory, and of the proof-text
variety of exposition.
Needless to say, great disturbing
problems in .science, philosophy and
psychology have emerged of which
neither Wesley, nor Watson, nor Ral
ston ever dreamed. The need is for
some frontier thinkers to take new
ground for us and bring this basic
truth up to date. The line of the new
advance may be indicated in such a
book as Dr. E. Stanley Jones' Christ
of Every Road. I would particularly
emphasize the splendid lectures on the
subject by Dr. Paul S. Rees which
were delivered here last year. I am
sorrv I have not had time to examine
our own Dr. Turner's monograph on
the subject. It does seem clear, how
ever, that more light must be shed on
the psychological factors of the sancti
fied life, and certainly more attention
should be given to its ethical and so
cial aspects.
The standard must be clearly and
unequivocally set. There is nothing to
be gained, however, by putting the
standard too high and preaching
something that we cannot experience.
On the other hand, we must not lower
the standard so that we condone
wi'ong-doing of any kind, or tolerate
an unchristian attitude or spirit. Both
are enemies of the truth: they who
make the way of salvation harder and
straiter and narrower than the Bible
does, and they who make the way too
broad and easy.
Conclusion
We face a world that is in confu
sion. That goes for the religious sit
uation quite as much as for the polit
ical, philosophical and scientific. As
bury Theological Seminary seems to
have her work pretty well cut out for
her. She has no denominational axe
to grind, so she may serve the Church
universal. Her aid is not needed in
disseminating German rationalism
and destructive criticism. The possi
bilities of that have been explored by
others, and they have shown quite con
vincingly that vital godliness withers
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in that climate. She need not major-
on the social implications of the Gos-
])el. Too many seminaries have be
come lop-sided and have lost their
vital, saving message to the world.
'Dean Sperry gives us this illuminat
ing analysis of the situation:
Tlie idea of religion presupposes the paradox
of God and man met in one experience. When
either seems to monopolize that for which reli
gion is supposed to stand, the dual quality which
ue associate with the experience is impaired.
Neither the absolute sovereignty of God nor the
final self-sufficiency of man preserves that which
the idea of religion repuires.5
I believe we may boast that this lo
cates us. We have always maintained
a position which may be called a syn
ergistic essentialism. This is a median
position between the theological left,
humanistic liberalism, and the theo
logical right which is crypto-Calvinis
tic neo-orthodoxy. Let us develop this
field.
A critic says of theological seminar-
5 Sperry, p. 157.
ies that they are the most artificial in
stitutions in society. Their students
are the most thwai ted and repressed
to be found anywhere. As for their
faculties, personal religion with them
is only a memory.
If that be true, so much the worse
for seminaries. It must not be true
for us. We cannot justify our exist
ence except as we become specialists
in the Spirit-filled life, the "life hid
with Christ in God." That is Agape,
perfect love, entire sanctification. We
may boast that we are pioneers in that
field now ; it even appears that we have
the field pretty much to ourselves�
more is the pity. Let us develop it;
let us expand it.
Lead on, O King eternal.
The day of march has come ;
Henceforth in fields of conquest
Thy tents shall be our home.
Through days of preparation
Thy grace has made us strong,
And now, O King eternal,
We lift our battle song.
Alumni Letter
Dear Fellow-AlUxMNi :
1 am greatly indebted to the Editor of this fine periodical for this privilege
of addressing myself to you. You have doubtless heard of the organizing of
our new Asbury Theological Seminary Alumni Association at the last com
mencement season. Space forbids my going into detail. Suffice it to say, all
who were present for the occasion agree that we got off to an auspicious star-t.
We regret it if you were not able to be there.
You are all aware that our Seminary is now fully accredited by the Amer
ican Association of Theological Schools. This is, of course, the greatest thing
ever to happen to the Seminary. But we must realize that this important
step places upon every one of us tremendous responsibility as well as pro
viding us with a glorious opportunity. I know you feel as I do, that Asbury
Theological Seminary is "come to the Kingdom for such a time as this." God
is making the way for us. Shall we walk therein?
As alumni of the Seminary we can do one or more of several things just
now. First, we can become members in good standing in our new Alumni Asso
ciation by sending in two dollars for our annual dues to Professor J. Harold
Greenlee, Wilmore, Kentucky, our Secretary-Treasurer. Second, we can pub
licize the Seminary in our particular section and locality. Everywhere there
are fine Christian young men and women anxiously looking for an institution
like ours in which to secure the necessary training for their all-important call
ing. Experts tell us that the best publicity is by word of mouth. Then let us
tell others about our Seminary, secure its literature for them, point out As-
bury's advantages, and do all in our power to convince prospective students
that Asbury is the place for which they are really looking. Third, let us be on
the alert for any prospective friends for Asbury. There are many good Chris
tian folk in the world to whom God has entrusted means who would gladly
give of their monies to assist such an institution as ours. Do not hesitate to
contact them. They will appreciate your doing so.
h^inally, let us keep Asbury Theological Seminary in our prayers and on our
hearts. This is highly important. We want to keep Asbury Theological Semi-
narv- clean. We want to maintain with increasing vigor a rugged emphasis up
on the message for the proclamation of which Asbury Theological has been
providentially raised up. God help us. Alumni, to give her our loyal support
always to this end! Let us get busy and keep busy in the best interests of As
bury Theological Seminary.
Sincerely yours. In His Service
Don a. Morris, President
Asbury Theological Seminary Alumni Association
Saginaw, Michigan
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The Date of the Exodus
Ralph M. Earle, Jr.
According to Ussher's clironolog}',
which has been used widely in editions
of the King James Version of the Bi
ble, the exodus of the Israelites from
Egypt under Moses took place in 1491
B. C. Ussher's work, of course, was
based wholly upon Biblical data, ^lod-
ern archaeological excavation has pro
vided a new set of controls for Old
Testament chronology. However, it is
interesting to note that archaeology
has confirmed the approximate cor
rectness of many of Ussher's dates.
This is especially true of his dating
the life of Abraham, the destruction
of Sodom and Gomorrah, and the en
trance of Joseph into Egypt. ^
I. The Problem
Archaeological discoveries have
seemingly served only to complicate
the problem of the date of the exodus
and of the conquest of Canaan. Equal
ly eminent authorities have reached
distressingly different conclusions
from the available archaeological data.
Burrows calls it "one of the most de
bated questions in all biblical his-
tory,"2
The excavations of Naville in 1883,
which he felt had uncovered the an
cient store city of Pithom, seemed to
identify Rameses II as the Pharaoh of
the oppression, and his successor,
Merneptah, as the Pharaoh of the Ex
odus. Since the latter liegan his reign
in 1225 B. C. it was concluded that
the exodus from Egypt took place at
about that date.
1 Burrows, Millar:: What Mean These Stones?
pp. 71f. This volume hereafter referred to as
WMTS.
2 Ibid, p. 72.
Then came Garstang's excavations
at Jericho which convinced him that
the destruction of that city by Joshua
and the Israelites took place at about
1407. That would date the exodus at
1447 B. C.
However, Garstang's conclusions
have not been universally accepted.
Albright has carefully reworked the
data from Jericho and reached differ
ent conclusions from those of Gar
stang. At the same time such scholars
as Theophile Meek have gone over the
whole problem and arrived at still
other results.
We shall want to notice five theories
with regard to the date of the exodus.
The first holds to a date around 1580
B. C. The second is that of Garstang,
who places the event at about 1440.
The third, defended by H. H. Rowley,
goes to the opposite extreme by dating
the exodus after the middle of the
thirteenth century, at around 1240
B. C. The fourth is that held by The
ophile Meek, of the University of Tor
onto. He proposes two invasions of
Canaan : first by Joseph tribes, which
had never been in Egypt, under the
leadership of Joshua crossing the Jor
dan sometime around 1400, and a sec
ond one into Judah from the southern
desert in the second half of the thir
teenth century. This second invasion
would agree with Rowley's date. The
fifth theory is that advocated by Al
bright. He, too, suggests two phases
or stages of the conquest. But he dif
fers from Meek in holding that both
conquering groups came out of Egypt.
There was an exodus of the Joseph
tiibes between 1550 and 1400. This
second group conquered Jericho be
tween 1375 and 1300. The second
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group left Egypt at about 1290 and
conquered Lachish and Debir about
123:0 B. C.
II. Proposed Solutions
1. The Earliest Date.
Some scholars have held that the
exodus of the Israelites from Egypt
took place at the time of the expul
sion of the foreign Hyksos rulers. This
took place between 1580 and 1550.
The Hyksos domination of Egypt
lasted about one hundred and tifty
years, and Burrows argues that this is
the most reasonable length of time for
the sojourn of the Israelites in Egypt. ^
But it appears evident that a date
around 1580 is impossible. That would
imply a date for the conquest of Ca
naan before 1500 and thus require a
period of some five centuries for the
times of the judges. That seems un
reasonably long. So we shall have to
reject the date of 1580 as being much
too early.
2. Oarstaiuis Theory.
As has already been noted, Gar
stang dates the exodus at about 1440
or 1447 B. C. He bases this partly
upon the pottery found at Jericho.
Speaking of the level at Jericho which
gives every evidence of having been
tlie city destroyed by the Israelites, he
says :
Among the thousands of potsherds characteristic
of the period, found among and below the ruins,
not one piece of Mycenaen ware has been ob
served. This fact suggests that the fourteenth
century had not begun at the time the walls fell.4
He confesses to finding one piece of
Mycenaen art, a vase, but holds that
it does not properly belong to the
ruins of Jericho destroyed by Joshua.
He writes concerning this vase:
It pertains, as the evidence shows, to a partial
reoccupation of the northern extremity of the
site, outside the former limits of the upper city
and above the debris that marks its fall.S
Garstang dates this vase at about
3 WMTS, p. 72.
4 Garstang, John : Joshua-Judges, p. 146.
5 Joshua-Judges, p. 147.
1300, but thinks some houses were
built on the edge of the ruins of
Jericho some time after Joshua's day.
He concludes his study of the destruc
tion of the city by saying: "The evi
dence all points, then, towards the
year 1400 B. C. for the fall of Jer-
iclio.''6
In his preliminary discussion of
"Chronology and Dates" he places the
date of the exodus a little more def
initely at 1447 B. C, basing this upon
the passage found in I Kings 6 :1.^ The
significance of this passage will be
noted a little later.
In Bible and Spade Caiger supports
the date of Garstang, which makes
Amenhotep II, rather than Merneptah,
the Pharaoh of the Exodus. Caiger
presents an array of English scholars
in support of this early date.^ One
gets the impression that recent Eng
lish scholars tend to favor the early
date. This is not true of American
archaeologists today.
Professor G. Ernest Wright in his
excellent article, "Epic of Conquest,"
in the Biblical Archwologist, gives a
good summary of Garstang's view. In
the city cemetery at Jericho Garstang
found many Egyptian scarabs in the
tombs. The latest Pharaoh named on
these scarabs is Amenophis III, who
reigned about 1413 to 1377 B. C.
(1415-1380, Burrows). Professor
Wright discounts this evidence. He
says: "Every Palestinian and Egyp
tian archaeologist knows that scarabs
are not good evidence, since they were
handed down as keepsakes and
charms, and were widely imitated
even centuries later."^
The other main argument used by
Garstang was that of the pottery, as
we have noted. Practically no Mycen
aen ware was found in the ruins of
6 Ibid, p. 147.
yibid, p. 55.
8 Caiger, Stephen L., Bible and Spade, p. 192.
9 Biblical Archaeologist, III, 3 (Sept., 1940),
p. 34.
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Jericho. Since this form of pottery
did not appear mucli in Egypt and
Palestine until after 1375 B. C, Gar
stang argues that the destruction of
Jericho took place before that date.
But three pieces of this pottery were
actually found on this site. As we
have noted, Garstang believes that a
later settlement was made on the edge
of the ruins of the city. This idea Pro
fessor Wright rejects. He says : "There
is little evidence, however, for such a
reoccupation, and, as far as the writer
is aware, no other leading archaeolo
gist who is a pottery specialist accepts
this view."^�
The pottery unearthed at Jericho
has been examined carefully by Pro
fessor W. F. Albright and Father H.
Vincent, whom Wright labels "the two
greatest authorities on Palestinian
pottery.''^^ Neither of these two schol
ars accepts Garstang's conclusions.
Professor Albright thinks that the city
was destroyed between 1375 and 1300
B. C. Father Vincent argues for a
date around 1250. Professor Wright
openly rejects Father Vincent's argu
ments, but finds himself in accoid
with Albright. He concludes: "One
thing seems certain; the city fell after
1400 B. C, but how long after must
remain an open question. "^^
One very important advantage of
Garstang's date is that it fits the bib
lical data in Judges 11 :26 and I Kings
fi :1. In the latter passage we are told
that Solomon began to build the tem
ple "in the four hundred and eightieth
year after the children of Israel came
out of the land of Egypt." It is also
indicated that this was in the fourth
year of Solomon's reign. Assuming
that this was 962 B. C., it would give
a date of about 1442 B. C. for the
exodus.
In Judges 11 :26 Jephthah is quoted
^0 op. cit., p. 35. See also his discussion in the
Westminster Historical Atlas, pp. 37-40.
nibid., p. 35.
^2 Ibid. p. 36.
as saying that the Israelites had occu
pied the territory of Moab for three
hundred years. If Jephthah lived at
about 1100 B. C, which appears most
reasonable, that would give us a date
around (1400 for the conquest of Moal)
by Closes, shortly before the entrance
into Canaan. However, this date for
the occupation of Moab is questioned
seriously by scholars today, on the
basis of recent archaeological dis
covery.
The Amarna letters have been taken
by some as evidence in favor of Gar-
sfang's date. These letters were writ
ten by Canaanite kings in Palestine
and Syria to Amenophis IV, who
reigned about 1377-1359. Abdi-Hepa,
King of Jerusalem, complains that
certain people called the Habiru ( or
Khabiru ) are invading his territories.
The name occurs over and over again
on these tablets, while on those of
other Kings the invaders are called
SA-GAZ (cutthroats). These Habiru
are pretty generally identified with the
Hebrews. But the evidence here is
somewhat confused, especially since
the names of the kings of Canaan on
the Anmrna tablets do not agree with
those listed in Joshua.
George L. Robinson holds to this
early date for the Exodus. He places
the fourth year of Solomon's reign at
965 B. C, which would give a date of
1445 B. C. for the Exodus. He seeks
to show that that harmonizes with the
statement in Exodus 12:40 that the
Israelites were in Egvpt for 430 vears
(1875-1445). ^3
3. The Latest Date.
Back in 1883 Naville excavated
what he took to be the site of Pithom,
one of the treasure cities of Rameses
II. The identification is disputed, but
many scholars have concluded from
the Egyptian excavations that Ram
eses II was the Pharaoh of the oppres-
13 Robinson, Geo. L., Bearing of Archaeology
on the O. T., pp. 55f.
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sion. Tliis view is well expressed in
the article "Chronology of the Old
Testament," by E. L. Curtis, in Hast
ings Dictionary of ihe Bible. There
we read:
The Pharaoh of the oppression, under whom the
children of Israel built the treasure cities Pithom
and Raamses (Ex. 1:11) was Ramses II. This
fact, long conjectured, has been definitely settled
by Naville's identification of Pithom, and discov
ery that it was built by Ramses \IM
This quotation will serve to show
the attitude of finality taken toward
this question by reputable scholars of
a generation or so ago. For some of
them it was "definitely settled" by the
archaeological discoveries in Egypt.
This view is presented by the late
Oeorge A. Barton in his monumental
Avork, Arclurology and the Bible ( Sev
enth Edition Revised, 1937). He de
clares that Naville's excavations indi
cate that Rameses II was the Pharaoh
of the oppression. That would, as
commonly inferred, make Merneptah
the Pharaoh of the Exodus. One piece
of evidence that is pertinent to the
point is that the mummy of Merneptah
lias been found, buried like those of
his predecessors. It could be seen in
the Gizeh ^luseuni at Cairo before the
discovery of Tutankhamen's tomb. At
least he was not drowned in the Red
Sea, although some effort has been
made to show that he was.
In connection with Merneptah it
would be well to notice his pillar or
stele, Avhich was discovered by Petrie
in 1896. It is of special interest as
being the earliest inscription that men
tions Israel outside the Bible. We
(piote part of the text as given by
I'ai'ton :
Plundered is Canaan with every evil
Carried off is Askelon,
Seized upon is Gezer,
Yenoan is made as a thing not existing.
Israel is desolated, his seed is not;
Palestine has become a widow for Egypt.l6
I'* Hasting's Dictionary of the Bible, vol. I,
15 P. 26.
p. 398.
16 Barton. Geo. A., Archaeology and the Bible.
Holding as he does that the Israel
ites left Egypt in the reign of Mernep
tah, Barton is perplexed by their pres
ence in Palestine at that time. It ap
pears impossible to hold that all of
Israel left under Moses during the
reign of Merneptah. Either the Exo
dus occurred at an earlier date or in
more than one section. The only other
possible alternative would be that
some Israelites did not go down into
Egypt at all but stayed in or near
Palestine. These last two possibilities
have been suggested by recent schol
ars. I'he evidence of the Stele of Mer
neptah is thus definitely in favor of
the earlier date for the Exodus and
opposed to the late date theory.
While the Stele of Merneptah ar
gues against the late date, there is
another ])iece of evidence that seems
to favor it very definitely. That is the
mention of a people called "Apiru" on
the Egyptian inscriptions. The name
is identified by Burrows as "doubtless
the Hebrews.''^^ Since Rameses II
mentions these people as being em
ployed by him in heavy labor it would
argue that the Hebrews did not leave
Egypt until probably the time of his
successor, Merneptah. But this view
is complicated by an inscription of
Rameses IV which indicates that there
were Habiru in Egjpt at about 1160
B. C.18
The identification of the Habiru
with the Hebrews is still a debatable
point. Barton gives the form prw as
equal to Aperu or Apuri. Burrows
adopts the form 'Apiru. Wright pre
fers the form Khabiru. Cyrus Gordon
cites the occurrence of the term on the
Nuzu tablets and says : "Most scholars
accept the identification of a people
called Habiru in the cuneiform in-
p. 376. See also H. H. Rowley, "Early Levite
History and the Question of the Exodus" in
Journal df Near Eastern Studies, III, No. 2
(April, 1944), pp. 73-78.
17 WMTS, pp. 74f.
18/W(i, p. 75.
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scriptions with the Hebrews. "^^
The main contribution of the refer
ences in tlie Nuzu tablets is to the ef
fect that the Habiru were normally
slaves. Dr. Gordon, in fact, contends
that originally the term "Hebrew" re
ferred not to a nation, a religion, or a
language, but to a social status. He
concludes by saying : "It is too soon to
say what bearing the Habiru data may
have on the study of the enslavement
of the Hebrews in Egypt."^�
The Habiru appear prominently on
tablets of about (1800 B. C. from the
reign of Haran, in northern Mesopo
tamia, where Abraham lived for a
time. We read of them as employed
by the Pharaohs of Egypt at around
1300 B. C. Wright agrees with Gor
don that the term refers primarily to
social status.^^
There is one other important result
of recent archaeological exploration
which definitely favors the later date
for the Exodus rather than the earlier
one. We refer to the work of Dr. Nel
son Glueck in Transjordania. Dr.
Glueck has described his discoveries
in Transjordan witli admirable clear
ness in his recent book. The Other
Side of the Jordan (1940). The main
point which is pertinent to our discus
sion is that while he found abundant
evidence of the existence of a settled
population in this region before the
time of Abraham, yet from about 2000
to 1300 B. C. there were no large
towns or cities in the territories of
Amnion, Moab, or Edom. The Biblical
account seems clearly to indicate that
there were well-established kingdoms
there when the Israelites approached
Palestine on the east.
As a result of his explorations in
this region Dr. Glueck has come to
the conclusion that the earlier date for
i9 Biblical Archaeologist, III, 1 (Feb., 1940),
p. 12.
20 Loc. cit.
21 Biblical Archaeologist, III, 3 (Sept., 1940),
p. 31. See also R. H. Pfeiffer, Introduction to the
Old Testament, p. 215.
the exodus is untenable. He writes:
It becomes impossible, therefore, in the light of
all this new archaeological evidence, particularly
when studied in connection with the deposits of
historical memory contained in the Bible, to es
cape the conclusion that the particular Exodus of
the Israelites through southern Transjordan could
not have taken place before the 13th century
B. C, ... Had the Exodus through southern
Transjordan taken place before the 13tli century
B. C, the Israelites would have found neither
Edomite nor Moabite kingdoms, well organized
and well fortified, whose rulers could have given
or withheld permission to go through their ter-
ritories.22
Glueck's findings are corroborated
by Gordon. In a very interesting
chapter on "Exploring Edom and
Moab" he says :
An examination of hundreds of sites showed that
the countries were heavily occupied from the
twenty-third to the nineteenth century B. C. Then
there was a virtual blank with no occupied cities
until the thirteenth century B. C. Now the his
toric importance of that is obvious to any Bible
student because it is stated that the children of
Israel wandered through that territory only to
meet with opposition on the way to the Promised
Land. Until the thirteenth century there could
have been no such opposition because the land
was devoid of a settled population. Therefore,
the fifteenth century date of the Exodus that
most scholars had been adhering to is quite out
of the question, and we are obliged to return to
the traditional date of the Exodus and Conquest
in the thirteenth century.23
In his New Light on Hebrew Or
igins, J. Garrow Duncan gives no less
than nine arguments in favor of dat
ing the exodus at around 1226 B. C.
Several of these do not seem to us to
be very convincing. But we mention
two. The first is that chariots of iron
are mentioned in Joshua 17:16, where
as iron was not commonly used in
Palestine until the twelfth century.
The other has to do with the reference
to Philistines in Joshua 13 :2. Duncan
maintains with most scholars that "ac
cording to present results of archaeol
ogy the Philistines were not present
in force till the twelfth century."^'*
22 Glueck, Nelson, The Other Side of the Jor
dan, pp. 146f.
23 Gordon, Cyrus H., The Living Past, pp. 36f .
24 Duncan, J. G., New Light on Hebrew Or
igins, pp. 188f.
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�J. X. Sehofield in hi.s book, The His
torical Background of the Bible
(1938), emphasizes these two argu
ments. With regard to the appeai-
anee of iron in Palestine he writes:
A fairly accurate date for the introduction of
iron through Asia Minor into Egypt is given by
the discovery at Boghaz Keui of the cuneiform
copy of a letter from Ramses II to Hattushil,
the Hittite king in the first half of the thirteenth
century, asking him to supply him with smelted
iron.25
There is another argument nsed bv
Duncan which is set forth more clear
ly and fully by Sehofield. That is, that
the Egyptians wei-e in control of Pal
estine until the time of Rameses III
or from about 1600 to 1200 B. (\ Why
is it that their ])resence and domina
tion is never mentioned in the Bib
lical record? But Sehofield admits
that the actual Egyptian rule of Pal
estine nmy have been slight, so that
it could have been passed over in si
lence by the Hebrew chronicler.
The thirteenth century date for the
exodus is further supported by the ex
cavations at Bethel, Lachish. and
Debir. The excavation of Bethel by
Albright in 193*4 indicated that there
was a prosperous city there which
was destroyed by fire, probably in the
first half of the thirteenth century. Of
course this date, offered by Albright,
would place the Exodus considerably
earliei' than 1226 or 1240, but would
still permit it to be left in the thir
teenth century.
Ap])arently Lachish (now identi
fied with Tell Duweir) was destioyed
in the latter part of the thirteenth cen-
tnry. Among the ruins of this city
was found a bowl bearing a date in
the fourth year of some Pharaoh.
Egy]itologists are agreed that the
writing comes from about the time of
Merneptah and Albright dates it def
initely thus at 1231 B. C. Haupert
holds that his argument on this point
25 Sehofield. J. N.. The Historical Background
of the Bible, p. 79.
is ''almost irrefutable.'*^^
The third city, Debir, or Kiriath-
sepher, has been identified with Tell
Beit ^lirsim, where excavations have
l>een carried on for several seasons by
Professor Albright. Here again is has
been discovei-ed that the city was de
stroyed at about the time of Lachish.
The evidence found at the ruins of
Ai is much more difficult to handle.
It doi's not harmonize with any date
for the exodus and conquest. For ex
cavations at the probable site of Ai in
dicate that it was a flourishing city
between 3000 and 2200 B. C, but that
at the latter date it >vas destroyed and
abandoned. The evidence seems clear
that, regardless of where we put the
date of the exodus, the place was in
ruins when Joshua and the Israelites
entered Canaan.
Several theories have been offered
to account for this disconcerting dis
covery. The name Ai in Hebrew
means "the Ruin.'' So some have sug
gested that the story in Joshua is a
later invention to account for the
jiresence of this ruin. Father Vincent
has advanced the theory that the peo
ple of Bethel�which was a mile and
a half awaj'�occupied Ai temporarily
to form an advance guard against the
Israelites. A third suggestion com
bines the other two by saying that the
stoiT of the conquest of Bethel (which
is omitted, strangely, in Joshua) was
transferred to Ai to account for the
ruins there. This last theory has been
set forth by Albright. It has also been
suggested that there actually was a
city there, which was not discovered
by the excavators. Burrows favors Al
bright's view, though allowing the
bare possibility that another city may
yet be discovered at the site.^'' He
makes the sanguine remark that "the
peculiar problem of the conquest of Ai
is more difficult for the modern exe-
26 Biblical Archaeologist, I, 4 (Dec, 1938),
p. 26.
?7 WMTS. p. 273.
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gete than it was tor the children of
Israel. -'28
Kenyon offers another escape from
the difficulty. He says:
It is, liowever, not certain that the identification
of Et Tell with Ai is correct, and archaeologists
are by no means unanimous in their interpretation
of the evidence. It is to be remembered also that
the transference of a name from a ruined or
abandoned site to another near by is a common
phenomenon in Palestine.29
Frankly, the suggestion of Kenyon ap
peals most to us, as doing least vio
lence to the historicity of the Biblical
account. The matter is not closed,
and further light on the problem may
yet appear. In the meantime, we make
no apology for accepting the record
given in Joshua.
Burrows feels that the bulk of the
archaeological evidence from Palestine
favors a late date. He says :
With the exception of Jericho, therefore, and
perhaps of Bethel, the cities which have been ex
cavated testify to a date for the conquest which
agrees with the evidence that the exodus took
place about 1300 B. C. or a little later.30
It is readily apparent that each of
the three dates discussed thus far is
beset with almost insuperable difficul
ties. It is for this reason that ^leek
and Albright, seeking to take into con
sideration all the available archaeolog
ical data, have adopted more compli
cated theories in place of the simpler
datings. We shall note brietly their
suggestions.
4. Meek\s Hypothesis
Theophile Meek has won a wide
hearing for his theory in recent years.
He holds that the coming of the Ha
biru into Palestine, mentioned in the
Amarna letters, was just one of the
invasions of the Bedouin from the des
ert into the Fertile Crescent. One
2SIbid, p. 272.
29 Kenyon, Frederick, Bible and Archaeology,
p. 190.
30 WMTS, pp. 77f.
group, under Joshua, conquered Jer
icho in the fourteenth century. Other
groups formed the kingdoms of Am
nion, Moab, and Edom. Some of the
Bedouin went down into Egypt and
were led out of that country by Moses
at about 1200 B. C. This latter group
invaded Palestine directly from the
south, instead of going east of the
Dead Sea.
Meek's theory thus calls for two in
vasions of Palestine : one by the Jo
seph tribes under Joshua at around
1400 B. C. ; the other by Moses in the
latter part of the thirteenth centur-y.
The most obvious objection to this
reconstruction is that it clearly can
not be harmonized with the Biblical
account. The most glaring divergence
is that it places Joshua about one hun
dred and fifty years before Moses. It
also denies that the Joseph tribes
were in Egypt, which is contrary to
the Biblical record.
While a considerable number of
scholars have accepted Meek's view, it
is doubtful if it will gain universal ap
proval. Some of its foundations are
very flimsy. Like most such recon
structions it is built with the rather
copious use of speculative material.
Graham and May, in Culture and
Conscience, came to this conclusion in
the matter :
The status of this problem does not permit one
at present to commit one's self absolutely to any
of these views. Yet the consensus of judgment
seems to be moving toward the later date for
the exodus; and it seems increasingly probable
that the final reconstruction of the political and
cultural history will be distinctly indebted to the
ideas of Professor Meek and of those who stim
ulated him. 31
In favor of Meek's basic contention
we could perhaps say that the tradi
tional treatment of the conquest of
Palestine has sometimes failed to take
into account all the varied data of
Joshua and Judges. Certainly the pic-
31 Graham, W. C. and Herbert G. May. Cul
ture and Conscience, p. 74.
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ture there is not as simple as it has
often been assumed.
5. Albright's Theory
While granting the force of some of
^leek's arguments, Professor Albright
is the exponent of a view which ac
cords i-ather better with the Biblical
account.
Albright maintains that the exodus
from Egypt took place in two sections.
The first consisted of the Joseph tribe
or tribes, which left Egypt soon after
the expulsion of the Hyksos, i.e. after
ir).j0. This group coni^uered Jericho
between 1375 and 1300, the time of
the destruction of that city according
to Albright. The second group, led by
Moses and Joshua, left Egypt about
1290 and conquered Lachish and Debir
at about 1230 B. C. It will thus be
seen that Albright puts the main ex
odus from Egypt at about 1290 B. C.
A quotation from his book, Archw-
ology of Palestine and the Bible, will
put the matter clearly before us. He
says :
There is now a strong tendency to date the Con
quest about 1400 B. C. The writer's view is that
the Conquest began in the time of the Patriarchs,
as described in Genesis 34, 48 :22, etc., and con
tinued intermittently during the subsequent per
iod, with one phase in the late sixteenth or early
fifteenth century (Jericho and Ai), and a cul
minating triumph after the establishment of the
Israelite confederation by Moses, in the second
half of the thirteenth century.32
In his chapter on "The Present
State of Syro-Palestinian Archseologj^"
in The Haverford Symposium on Ar-
chaology and, the Bible Professor Al
bright writes:
The date of the Israelite conquest of Palestine
still remains obscure, though the available evi
dence proves that the main wave of destruction
fell in the thirteenth century and that the re
occupation of the more important towns must be
dated between 1250 and 1150 B. C. Jericho clearly
fell before the principal phase of the conquest,
but it is by no means certain just what this fact
indicates when applied to Hebrew tradition.33
It is evident that Albright's view
�^2 Albright. Wm. E., Archaeology of Palestine
and the Bible, pp. 197f.
33 p. 23.
seeks to face all the relevant facts and
find a place for them. By postulating
a lesser exodus previous to the main
one this view accords with the evi
dence at Jericho and the testimony of
Merneptah's Stele to the effect that
Israelites were in Palestine during the
reign of that Pharaoh. Also, by plac
ing the main exodus in the thirteenth
century, it finds itself in accord with
the Egyptian evidence at Pithom and
Raamses and the Palestinian evidence
at Lachish and Debir.
III. Conclusion
Apparently we shall have to accept
the dictum of the doctors and confess
our inability to solve the problems
created by the various data for the
exodus from Egypt and the conquest
of Canaan. One hardly dares to sub
scribe fully to either the fifteenth or
thirteenth century date for the exodus.
To do so one has to give the impres
sion of ignoring certain relevant facts.
Of course the early sixteenth cen
tury date can be dismissed with little
comment. It is not so easy to elim
inate the theories of ^leek and Al
bright. They at least have the virtue
of facing the facts and seeking to ac
count for them, though they tend ser
iously to discount the historicity of the
Biblical data.
Perhaps I should record my own
reactions on the subject. I began this
present study with a strong bias in
favor of Garstang's date, having been
pretty well convinced by his argu
ments concerning Jericho. But I do
not now feel entirely convinced either
way. While the fifteenth century date
has been held by the bulk of scholars
in England in recent years, the trend
now appears to be definitely away
from that view in this country. Some
have swung back to the traditional
thirteenth century date, as expressed
by Cyrus Gordon in the quotation
given above. Others are finding a
resting place for the time being in the
theories of Meek or Albright.
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Inasmuch as we are dealing with an
event which antedates the period in
which an exact chronology can be es
tablished, it seems the part of wisdom
to avoid an undue dogmatism in hold
ing to any of the above theories. I can
not close this article without calling
attention to the fact that the fifteenth
century date seems to accord best with
the Biblical data. It must be remem
bered that difiiculties are not the same
as proved errors. Hence there is no
valid reason for rejecting the Biblical
dating, which is reached by moving
back from established dates (e.g. that
of the establishment of the Monarchy)
by the number of years indicated in
the records as consumed by interven
ing events, in favor of dates which are
themselves contradicted by other
events in both Egypt and Canaan. It
is possible that larger information
may make a place in both the history
of Egypt and that of Palestine and
Trans-Jordania for an Exodus in the
fifteenth century' B. C.
THE PRESIDENT'S LETTER
(Concluded from page 81)
A new department has been established in the field of Christian Education,
offering the M.R.E, degree. Two new members have been added to the faculty
in this department to assist Dr. B. Joseph Martin who heads the department.
The new staff members in this department are James D, Robertson, Ph.D.,
and C. Elvan Olmstead, Ph.D., This new department meets an increasing de
mand in the field of Christian Education.
The Ministers Conference for 1947 will be held February 25-27. The two
principal lecturers at the conference will be Bishop Edwin Holt Hughes and
Dr. R. P. Shuler. Other special lecturers for the year will be Russell R. Pat-
ton, A.B., Th.B., B.D., in the field of Practical Theology, Dr. G. W. Ridout in
the field of Biographies of Holiness Leaders, and Dr. Richard E. Day in a
series on Beacon Lights of Faith. Holiness Emphasis Week, sponsored by the
student body will be observed April 7 - 11, 1947, with Dr. Harry E. Jessop as
speaker.
The year is full of promise at Asbury Theological Seminary and we ear
nestly request that our friends continue to undergird the institution with their
prayers.
Unity and Diversity in New
Testament Theology
Harold B. Kuhn
It has been questioned, wlietlier it is
proper to speak of a Xew Testament
theology at all : whether, that is, there
be any theology characteristic of the
New Testament as a whole ; and wheth
er it might not be more true to the
facts to attempt to reconstruct theol
ogies represented by the several writ
ers of the documents. Such a view
springs from what is considered by
many to be an exaggeration of the el
ement of variety, at the expense of the
element of unity which tlie New Tes
tament as a whole presents.
In general, conservative and tradi
tional theology has inclined to over
work the idea of unity; while liberal
theology has tended to make rather
more of the diversity existing within
the thought of the writers of the re
spective books. Orthodox thought was
willing to recognize stylistic and lin
guistic differences ; but it assumed, fre
quently with naivete, that each vrriter
was exercising his genius, under in
spiration, to say the same thing, but
in a somewhat different manner. On
the other hand, liberal criticism has
songht to magnify the points of differ
ence; and in the process of analysis,
the fact that there is a basic homogen
eity in the New Testament has fre
quently been forgotten. The tendency,
marked especially among (lerman
scholars, to found a new "school" of
criticism has issued in an atomization
of the New Testament, the results of
which would lead the undiscriminating
reader to conclude that the Christian
Scriptures are but an accidental ag
glomeration of writings collected upon
the basis of some kind of sacrosanctity.
It is unnecessary to evaluate the mo
tives by which such scholarship is
impelled. But certain criticisms may
be allowed at this point.
It has frequently been assumed that
the writers of the documents of the
New Testament uniformly wrote with
a tendency to produce tracts for the
purpose of Christian "propaganda"�
this term is used without intent of
implying a value judgment upon the
motive. Nevertheless, it is character
istic of much of liberal criticism, that
the writers are assumed to have sub-
(udinated all other considerations to
the matter of producing a convincing
tract, and that they wrote with an
"explicit aim at propaganda."^ Pre
sumably matters of historical accuracy
were compelled to yield before the ten
denz.
Again, it may be thought by some
to be more than coincidence, that the
results of much of criticism have
proved negative (from the point of
view of traditional orthodoxy), and
that scholars of the more negative type
have but grudgingly acknowledged the
work of contemporaries, who seemed
to "give back" to a given author the
authorship of works traditionally
ascribed to him, but by the "new
school" denied him. This procedure is
not such as to elicit unanimous and
unbounded confidence in the objectiv
ity of the critics. When it is necessary
to rely upon inference, why not occa
sionally draw positive inference, in-
1 Dibelius, Martin : From Tradition to Gospel
(New ^'ork, Scribner's, 1935). p. 288.
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stead of negative?
Furthermore, the tendency to place
as large a space of time between the
events recorded and the time of record
ing as is possible, is one capable of
more than one interpretation. For in
stance, if a scholar decide that the
Gospel of Mark was written prior to
the fall of Jerusalem; and then if he
place his hypothetical date of writing
as near to the year 70 as is decently
possible, it may legitimately be ques
tioned whether the dating itself may
not express an a priori judgment
concerning the placing of the date,
which is in itself a "tendency."
In line with the same possible dan
ger of deciding what in the nature of
things must have been the case may be
mentioned the apparent treatment by
liberal criticism of the element of the
supernatural in the New Testament.
Whereas traditional theology has
doubtless yielded to the (understand
able) temptation to lift into promi
nence those features which support the
supernaturalism which is one of the
assumptions of orthodoxy, and to min
imize or suppress those features of
variety which would imperil that
supernaturalism; �so also liberalism
has by its dissection of the New Tes
tament removed those traces of proper
supernaturalism from the records
( which is likewise a contribution to its
assumptions), by giving undue promi
nence to the element of diversity, so
that the unity of the message of the
New Testament is lost; the result of
this being that the Christian Scrip
tures appear but an aggregation, like
a heap of unassorted stones thrown
together.
It is not easy to compare these two
tendencies; but it may be said at least,
that the traditionalists have somewhat
the "edge" of the matter, in that they
have the substantial support of the
documents as they stand, and as they
have been received for centuries. It is
worthy of notice also that these Scrip
tures were received by the Church in
a period much nearer to the events
described than the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries�a Church which
may prove after all not to have been
so uncritical as has been supposed.
It is probable that the truth lies be
tween the two poles of interpretation :
that within the basic unity of the Xew
Testament there is a large play of
diversity, not only of style, but of
point of view, among the writers ; that
these writers were grappling with vast
spiritual questions�some will contend
that they did so under a guidance of
the Holy Spirit unlike that by which
he guided men at other times�and
that out of this diversity came the true
interpretation of the Good Xews.
I. Early Theology As Embedded
In Xew Testament Narrative.
It would not be suitable to here deal
with the problem of the variety of lit
erary style which appears in the Xew
Testament. It goes without saying,
that the writers used the Greek of
their time; and that some employed a
style recognized as lacking in polish,
while others wrote in a manner more
acceptable to the educated of the day.
Again, there is a great variety in form :
some portions purport to be direct his
tory ; some are didactic, some are hoi t-
atory, while some approach lyric style.
Concerning the theology of the New
Testament, it may be noted first that
a difficult transition was made, namelv
from Judaism to Jewish Christianity;
and from the primitive Jewish Church
to the Gentile Church. It is not easy
to trace the steps from the earliest
proclamation of the Gospel to the es
tablishment of Gentile Christianity.
In the first place, the early Christian
community in Jerusalem was not
homogeneous; while also the Gentile
Church was diverse and early beset
by internal differences in its local
units. Nor do we possess any complete
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record of the development of early
Christianity. The Book of Acts has
been, on the one hand, accepted un
critically as a compendium of early
church history; and on the other
hand, treated as a mere tendenz
Schrift, written to establish certain
motives, and suppressing traditions in
compatible with them.^
Ernest W. Parsons, in his volume.
The Religion of the Neir Testament,^
has carried the analysis of the reli
gious beliefs of the Xew Testament
writers to a fine point ; it is not neces
sary here to evaluate his book, further
than to note that not all readers would
be disposed to find so little in common
among (for example) the authors of
the Synoptics. But it is necessary first
to answer another question : were the
Evangelists interested in portraying
with fidelity the life of Jesus, or were
they merely constructing tracts, with
a (luasi-historical basis, shaped toward
the end of expressing a theological
motif? Perhaps this would in turn re
quire the answer to a prior question:
were tliey in possession of any reliable
information at all concerning the life
of Jesus?
Again.st the view that they were
seeking to act as conventional biog
raphers stands the fact that they pro
duced "biographies" of the most se
lective sort, the selected materials
being such as to create a total impres
sion of Jesus as a person of super-
untural powers, standing at the center
of significant incidents, and frequently
uttering statements of high ethical and
religious value. But the fact that they
Avrote in such a manner as to convey
such an impression does not necessar
ily indicate that the historical matrix
iri which their religious and ethical
message was set was unreliable.
In other words, the writers of the
2 Scott, Ernest F. : The Varieties of New Tes
tament ReUgion (New York: Scribner's, 1944),
pp. 42, 292.
"
3 New York: Harper & Bros , 1939.
Synoptics may have been more inter
ested in presenting a brief picture
of a Person, than in setting forth
their own private theologies. With the
author of the Fourth Gospel it is
somewhat otherwise. He has evidently
made the biographical element second
ary, and has sought to record the
longer discourses of our Lord, with a
view to setting forth a sector of His
teachings which were not otherwise
current in written form. Hoskyns and
Davey are not too convincing"^ in stat
ing that the Synoptics testify against
the probability that Jesus uttered long
discourses. For it may be that the Ser
mon on the Mount of Maitheir may
have been uttered on a specific occa
sion, and that likewise portions of it
may have been repeated upon nmny oc
casions, so that Luke is not far wrong
in quoting j^ortions as spoken piece
meal. If this view be considered but a
repetition of the blunders of the Har
monists, let it be said that the same
treatment might be made of any
preacher-teacher in any age.
The question here is, it seems to the
writer, whether in the Gospels the in-
tei est is primarily historical and only
secondarily theological ; or whether
the revei*se is the case. The writer is
inclined to the former view, with all
of the problems which it implies. It
will be always necessarj^ to fall back
upon the possibility that the ministry
of our Lord was of sufficient length,
and above all, of sufficient depth and
variety, to permit of both Synoptic
and Johannine treatment. Thus, it
nmy be questioned whether we in the
twentieth century are in a position to
deny categorically that the same Jesus
portrayed in the Synoptics could have
spoken as recorded by the author of
the Fourth Gospel. In other words,
may not both evangelistic traditions
be the recording of actual sayings of
our Lord, current in the tradition of
4 Hoskyns & Davey, Riddle of the .New Testa
ment (London: Faber & Faber, 1936), p. 211f.
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the early Church, and selected out of
larger materials which were available?
This is, of course, out of harmony with
the view that the author of Mark
wrote down all he knew,^ and that the
other two Synopticists added what
they knew; and that the author of
John employed a favorite literary de
vice, that of putting speeches into the
mouth of the character, to convey his
personal theology to the reader.^ But
it is just possible that much more con
cerning the life of Jesus was held in
solution in the tradition of the early
Church, and that the authors of the
four Gospels precipitated such ele
ments as they saw fit; or to put it
another way, that these authors were
guided by the Divine Spirit to record
selectively such portions of the cur
rent tradition as should be of conven
ient size for transmission as the in
heritance of the Church Universal.
Probably this view raises more
questions for some than the acceptance
of the opposite view. It may be argued,
however, that the Christology of the
four Gospels may not prove to be as
diverse as many critics have thought�
that the Messianism of Mark 13 may
not be so completely out of harmony
with the supposed "Hellenism" of the
Fourth Gospel, and that the Pauline
view of Christ is less easily divorced
from that of the Evangelists than
some critics believe.'' It needs to be
asked, whether the theology of Mark,
and especially his Christology, was an
innovation, something entirely foreign
to the primitive tradition. This is not
a closed question; for Mark may or
may not be a reading-back of later
thought into the life of Jesus, Could
it not be possible that the life of Jesus
itself produced the later Christology,
rather than contrariwise?
5 Grant, Frederick C. : The Earliest Gospel
(New York and Nashville : Abingdon-Cokesbury,
1943), p. 72. Cf. p. 58.
6 Scott, op. cit., pp. 253f.
7 Parsons, op. cit., p. 83.
All this represents a reopening of
one basic question: was the life of
Jesus marked by supernatural works,
properly so-called, so that it inspired
a tradition which was later recorded
and which was true to the facts? Or
was there an evolution of types of the
ology, varying with the community,
which at a much later date sought to
ground themselves in fabricated "lives
of Jesus"�fabricated by the adapta
tion of legends concerning the life of
some obscure Galilean peasant, who
may, it is true, have possessed unique
spiritual insights, but who was but a
man nevertheless? Again, what did
Jesus think of Himself, and say of
Himself? Perhaps by judging that the
words of Jesus were sufficiently varied
and comprehensive to have made pos
sible a selection by the Synopticists
and by John, with perhaps some left
over, we come nearer to the truth.
Thus far we have been concerned
with the theology (or theologies) em
bedded in the narrative material of
the New Testament. If the narratives
represent the r*eading-back of several
theologies into a nebulous tradition
concerning the life of Jesus, then we
are afforded a sidelight upon the the
ology of early Christianity�that it
was seeking a form of expressiorj
which, in spite of its diversities, could
be harmonized with what "people were
saying" about Jesus, now long since
dead. On the other hand, it may be
that the writers wrote with a primary
interest in biography and histoi'y ; and
that the life of Jesus was such that it
afforded a background for a rich and
varied biographical representation �
as varied as that presented by the Syn
optics and by the Fourth Gospel. It
would follow then, that these writers
would select their material, even de
pend upon one another, with a general
aim in view, but without conscious
motive to distort, suppress, or regi
ment facts. This would presuppose a
degree of unanimity of theological
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thought in the primitive Church which
could result only upon the basis of the
life of a Man who was unique among
men, and whose life was both well
known and accurately remembered by
His followers.
It will be objected, that if such were
the case, why did not some early Chris
tian write a systematic theology? We
can but conjecture why it was not so;
perhaps the strength of the apocalyp
tic hope militated against it. Again,
it may be argued that the real signifi
cance of the events of the life of Jesus,
and of His words, was grasped but
slowly by the primitive Christian
church. This is not to be wondered at ;
we today are slow to comprehend, in
spite of the aids at onr disposal. And
if the Evangelists were wrestling with
some truths l>eyond their powers of
comprehension, it would not be sur
prising if their selection of episodes
from the life of our Lord sliould be in
fluenced by that factor.
^iuch the same thought can be pur
sued in the case of the book of Acts.
Some may feel that its author has dis
torted the total picture by his sketch-
iness, rather than by inaccuracies.^
But on the whole, its author appears
to have familiarized himself ratlier
fully with the geographical and his
torical details in which his record is
set. The degree to which his document
was conditioned by theological inter
est is open to question. It is true that
Acts contains statements concerning
Jesus which could be construed to be
those of a pre-Synoptic Christology.^
But the presence of these may be ex
plained in more than one way: it is
possible that the author was imply in
venting speeches for his characters,
and drawing upon some primitive
sources; on the other hand, something
SFoakes Jackson, Beginnings of Christianity,
Vol I., (New York: Macmillan, 1920), p. 313.
9 Grant, F. C. : The Significance of Divergence
and Growth in the N. T." (In Christendom, Vol.
4, p. 577f., 1939).
might be said for the view that the au
thor had access to individuals who
heard the speeches, and that the speak
ers purposely made their messages
simple, in view of the capacities of the
group to which they were addressing
themselves.
Much more might be said concern
ing the speeches attributed to Paul in
Aots as compared with the Epistles of
Paul. Probably the magnitude of the
Pauline mind and style renders any
conclusion at this point indecisive.
But the author of Acts may fairly be
said, in spite of an element of inter
pretation, to have attempted to give to
his friend-correspondent a hasty sketch
of the history of the early Church, se
lecting again material which he felt to
be of interest to Theophilus, and ma
joring especially upon a few characters
of whom he knew somewhat : Peter,
John, Stephen, James, and Paul�all
this without an attempt at being ex
haustive � and yet not be wholly
chargeable with writing from theo
logical purpose.
The foregoing indicates no impos
sibility that there was growth in the
theology of the primitive Church.
Doubtless whatever early Christians
knew of Jesus was cause for thought;
and it is not to be wondered that they
wrestled with these things and that
their thought produced variety. But
within that variety may be found, the
writer thinks, a fundamental unity
which renders it possible to speak of
the theology of the Gospels and Acts.
That unity finds its locus in the view
that Jesus of Nazareth was recognized
of God as a unique Person, and that
He recognized Himself as being not
merely one who sustained a peculiar
relation to God, but as being in a class
apart from all other men. This Jesus
was related to the national hope of
Israel; and also, His death stood in
causal relation to God's redeeming
pui*poses.
Diverse were the interpretations of
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the mode of His relation to God, and
of the relation of His parousia to the
events of human history. Nor was
there formulation of his metaphysical
relation to God, or of His nature.
Some attempts were made to express
these, but the whole represents rather
a picture like the following: the life
(and death) of Jesus created an over
powering total impression upon the
])rimitive Church; this total impres
sion was greater than the sum of its
details, which details were at fii'st but
dimly seen. Only gradually were they
perceived, pondered, and systematized ;
and the records of the New Testament
narratives preserve for us two related
trends : the development of the theo
logical thought of the authors them
selves; and the growth of theology in
the Church of the first century.
II. The Theology Of The Corre
spondence Of The New TESTA:\rENT
The term "correspondence" is em
ployed here somewhat arbitrarily to
indicate those portions of the New
Testament which are ordinarily styled
"epistles," although / Peter is more
like a sermon, while Hebreus opens
like an oration and closes like a letter.
It is not the purpose of this section to
discuss the authorship of the Epistles,
nor to trace their theology, line by
line. But there are evidences of both
unity and diversity in the theological
thought there set forth ; and it may be
profitable to consider these, to dis
cover, if possible, whether there be any
basic unity in them, and whether they
be organically related upon a theo
logical basis.
A consideration of the correspond
ence of the New Testament will con
cern itself most largely with the letters
of Paul. To trace in any detail the
Pauline treatment of the several doc
trines which he develops would ex
pand this article beyond tolerable
limits. But to select one specifically
Pauline doctrine as an example for
study, as for instance his view of the
death of Jesus and its significance,
will afford a basis for judging the na
ture of his thought as a whole�espe
cially with respect to the element of
unity and diversity, and its correlate,
the element of growth.
In handling this subject, Paul fre
quently speaks in terms remarkably
like those of the writers of the Synop
tics. ^� For example, the element of
ransom, stated thus: "ye were bought
with a price," is not foreign to the
thought of Mark 10 :45. In this and
similar statements, he seeks to be con
scious of the need for giving some ex
planation of that which he frequently
takes for granted, namely, that the
death of Jesus stood in causal relation
to the salvation of men.
In .setting this forth, he employs a
number of figures : that of the ransom
])rice, the propitiatory offering, the
"becoming a curse for us," the being
"made sin for use," etc. This indicates
that the Apostle was wrestling with a
matter which was too pregnant with
meaning to be adequately stated in any
single formula. Nor did he overlook
the relation between the death of Jesus
and the sacrificial institutions of Ju
daism."^ ^ His method is not that of the
author of the First Gospel, who seeks
specific references from the Old Testa
ment to substantiate his statements.
Before deciding just what use Paul
made of the Old Testament in his in
terpretation of the death of Jesus, it
would be necessary to decide his mean
ing in / Vor, 15:3�whether by "re
ceived" he is speaking of a direct and
personal revelation, or whether he is
indicating that he secured this infor
mation from a written revelation. This
cannot be decided ; but there is weight
in favor of Scott's view, that his own
personal experience of forgiveness
through Christ may have shaped his
10 Parsons: op. cit., p. 79ff.
nibid., p. 81.
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thought in this matter and, like
George Fox, he may have turned to
the Scriptures after his experience,
and "found them agreeable thereto."
Paul certainly had pondered the mean
ing of parts of the Old Testament dur
ing his training; and it is possible that
his later interpretation of the death of
Jesus as a sacrificial transaction may
have been the result of several cur
rents in his life and experience.
A consideration of Paul's Christol
ogy reveals likewise the same phe
nomenon : that he was wrestling with
problems of great depth ; while giving
no indication that he considered either
explanation to be exhaustive. But his
experience on the Damascus Road
brought him into contact with a some
what "different Jesus" than the early
apostles has known. Some have felt
that Paul emphasized the fact that
Jesus was declared the Son of God by
the Resurrection, and that hence he
tacitly acknowledged the inadequacy
of a true view of the life of Jesus to
afford any confirmation of the Mes
sianic claim. Perhaps this also may be
capable of another explanation : that
his interest in the whole question was
conditioned by the overpowering vi
sion afforded him on the Damascus
Road ; and that he left the publication
of the details of Jesus' life to experts
who knew Him.
His concern with the pre-existence
of Jesus parallels that of the Fourth
Evangelist in that pre-existence is con
nected with creation. And this inter
est in pre-existence is essentially a
metaphysical interest; and may fairly
be said to challenge Parsons' state
ment, that Paul's monotheism was so
rigid as to preclude any interest on his
part in the metaphysical implications
of the terms: "Son of God," "Lord,"
and the like."
Thus all of Paul's thought manifests
a development; and his statements are
12 Scott, Op. cit., pp. 104ff.
13 Parsons, op. cit., p. 86.
frequently partial, given in didactic or
hortatory settings. Whether beneath
this variety of expression can be found
any basic unity of view (e.g. with re
spect to the death of Jesus or of Chris
tology) or not is a matter open to de
bate. There is, however, something to
be said for the view that all of his
statements concerning the death of
Jesus presuppose a vicarious view, and
that those concerning the nature of
Christ presuppose a belief in Jesus as
a transcendent Being. The details
were worked out gradually, being
elicited by individual situations, and
(we believe) elaborated under the
guidance of the Divine Spirit, as Paul
was compelled to deal with the doc
trinal and administrative problems of
the Church. And his conclusions may
well prove to l>e less inharmonious
with the views of the primitive Church
than some have supposed.
Concerning the Pastorals, and the
Johannine and Petrine Epistles, it
may be said that a minute dissection
of them can be made which will render
plausible the view that they represent
the fabrication of a theology out of
dim recollections or of second-hand
traditions concerning Jesus. But it is
possible that there may be found lying
deeper beneath their surfaces a unity
with the primitive tradition. Even if
these writings were pseudepigraphic
( which seems by no means a necessary
conclusion), then the coincidence of
general teaching is no less remarkable.
The Pastorals, agrees Parsons, are
written by one under the spell of Paul
ine infiuence;^"* and the chief points of
divergence from his thought and
phraseology lie in the treatment of ad
ministrative problems. On the other
hand, the Johannine Epistles concern
themselves primarily with the refuta
tion of the heresies which attacked
those beliefs which were current from
the times of the primitive Church.
Hence, it may not be out of bounds to
i4/6iW., p. 233.
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suggest that they presuppose the gen
eral tradition of the Church, That is,
as Parsons suggests, such ideas as the
X)re-existence of Jesus and of His son-
ship are in harmony with those of the
Pauline writings, the Fourth Gospel,
and the Epistle to the Hebrews.
The Epistle of James concerns itself
with questions of exhortation and ad
monition�that is, with practical mat
ters, and hence does not deal with
many of the details which concern the
writings just mentioned. / Peter,
while covering a range of interests,
gives chief concern to the question of
the sufferings of Christ. It is clear
that the writer is here concerned with
the same problem that had engaged
Paul and the writers of the Synoptics,
namely, that of the significance of the
death of Jesus.
The Epistle to the Hebrews ap
proaches the religious question from a
different angle, that of the a fortiori
argument for the superiority of Chris
tianity. Here interest in the saving
work of Christ takes precedence over
the question of Christology ; and it
may be asked whether the development
of the soteriological element is or is
not in harmony with that of, for ex
ample, Mark or Paul. The author of
HehreiDS has specialized in his field.
and it is not therefore surprising that
he carries the question of the death of
Christ, in its setting of Jewish sacri
ficial structure, further than did the
other writers. Scholars have not
found it easy to decide whether his
conclusions are parallel to, or diverg
ent from, the views of the other
AvritervS. Their interpretations at this
point seem to be governed largely by
a priori considerations, as for ex
ample, their private views concerning
the variety of the theology of the New
Testament. Scott finds the Epistle to
reflect a "changed attitude of mind"
in the Church, and terms it "the first
15 Oy. cit., p. 247.
manifesto of . . . Latin Christianity.'""^
Parsons finds Hebrews to express qual
ities more in harmony with those of
the primitive Church.
Conclusions
From the foregoing, several general
izations may be drawn, with respect to
some of which much legitimate differ
ence of opinion may exist.
1. That the New Testament is a col
lection of documents of great external
variety. Historically, earnest and hon
est men have derived from them wide
ly varying results and conclusions, as
is witnessed by the rise of denomina
tions and sects.
2. That the documents present at
the same time great variety and (we
believe) a significant unity. This unity
centers in a belief that on the stage of
human history, God appeared in the
person of Jesus Christ.
3. That the life and character and
work of this Jesus were so vast and
significant than men, themselves spir
itual giant,s, wrestled with the mean
ing of that Life.
4. That there was preserved a vigor
ous, and accurate tradition concerning
the life of Jesus, which life had been
marked by manifestations of a tran
scendent character.
5. That the early Christians at
tempted to interpret that Life in terms
of their total impression of the Jesus
in Whom they saw, dimly at first, God
at work among men.
6. That in interpreting the Life of
Jesus, these men were conditioned by
profound experiences�personal expe
riences which they believed to have
been conditioned in turn by the death
and subsequent exaltation of Jesus.
7. That in developing its theology,
the early Church was exercised by
practical and administrative prob
lems which elicited additional interest
i6 0/>. cit., pp. 236f.
i7 0/>. cit., p. 142.
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and spiritual search concerning the
meaning of the life and person of its
Founder.
8. That the diversities of personal
ities, plus the variety of circumstances
calling forth these writings, resulted
in expressions of belief which are to be
read synthetically, rather than with a
hostile and analytic temper. When so
read, they represent the varied�and
for this reason more attractive�ex
pression of great central principles,
adherence to which formed the doc
trinal basis of the early Church.
9. That the element of unity in the
early Church was more significant
than the elements of variety.
10. That the progress of belief in
the early Church was analogous to the
personal progress of belief which oc
curred, for instance, in the thought of
St. Paul; hence the element of diver
sity in expression of the belief of the
Church as a whole was no more sur
prising, nor no more indicative of a
hit-and-miss procedure, than was the
development of the theological thought
of its great thinkers.
And finally,
111. That such a development was
what might logically be expected in
the growth of a movement of this kind ;
moreover, that it was the type of de
velopment which the Divine Spirit
both could and would superintend.
Out of the struggles of human thought,
under His direction, was born a theol
ogy, not of dull monotony, but of
sparkling variety, all pointing to One
in whom God and man met.
The Ineaniation of the Word of Hod.
St. Athanasius (being his treatise
De I ncaniatione \'erhi Dei, uewly
translated into English by a reli
gious of C. S. M. v., S. Th., with
an introduction by C. S. Lewis).
New York, The Macmillan Com
pany, 1946. 95 pp. 11.50.
"What think ye of Christ?'' is a
(piestion which must be faced by eveiy
generation that has heard about Him.
In the book under review we have the
answer of one of the outstanding Ni-
cene Fathers of the fourth centuiw to
this "most decisive and determinative
question of history."
In a dav when se<mlar education is
undergoing a radical revolution, as re
vealed by the newly proposed Harvard,
Yale and Princeton Plans, it is also
in order for the church to consider the
need for a radical change in her Theo
logical and Christian Education ]!io-
fframs. The trend in secular education
is to introduce the student to the clas
sical literature of the centuries at
first-hand rather than through more
recent scholarly interpreters of that
literature. C. S. Lewis hints that this
would be a good procedure for the
Christian to follow in his approach to
Ihe classical literature of the church.
In a delightfully written introduc
tion to the book under review, C. S.
Lewis, noted British lecturer and au-
tbor, remarks that "There is a strange
idea abroad that in every subject the
ancient books should be read only by
the professionals, and that the ama
teur should content himself with the
modern books. ... It has always there
fore been one of my main endeavors as
a teacher to persuade the young that
first-hand knowledge is not only more
worth acquiring than second-hand
knowledge, but is usually much easier
and more delightful to accpiire." (p. 5)
.Mr. Lewis reminds the reader that
there is great danger in our time of
"an exclusive contemporary diet'' in
reading which confines us too much to
the outlook of our own age. "The only
palliative is to keep the clean sea
breeze of the centuries blowing
through our minds, and this can be
done only by reading old books." (p.
7) Especially is this the advice need
ed in the realm of theological liter
ature.
Employing James ^loffat's method,
the Catholic Sister who translates this
ancient book, simplifies, paraphrases
and condenses some of the Greek sen
tences when it is in the interest of
clarity and readability to do so. Here
is theological literature of a very high
order both for laymen, for whom it is
in part designed, and for the clergy.
Following a brief but interesting
sketch of St. Athanasius' life, the
reader will find nine short chapters
which were written by this ancient
scholar to prove "that Christ is God,
the Word and Power of God." St.
Athanasius wrote this treatise, not as
a polemic, but as a persuasive appeal
to a young Christian convert named
Macarius, whom he sought to establish
in the Christian faith. With argu
ments and illustrations drawn from
nature, reason and the Holy Scrip
tures, St. Athanasius leads his cate
chumen to consider the fall of man
which has brought upon him guilt, cor
ruption and mortality. Since repent
ance was an insufficient remedy for
man's sin, the incarnation was neces
sary in order that God might reveal
Himself to man and redeem man from
sin and death. With penetrating in-
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sights and cogent arguments St.
Athanasius sets forth the meaning of
the deatli of Clirist wliicli provided re
demption from sin, and the significance
of the resurrection of Christ wliicli
imparts f>ower over death for tlie pen
itent believer in Christ.
To be sure, this book does not har
monize with the theological interpre
tations of either the present-day liberal
or the neo-orthodox thinker, but both
conservative Protestants and Catholics
will find here the essence and central
emphasis of a Biblical Christology. To
the fully orthodox thinker there are
phases of this treatise which will seem
iuade<iuate and slightly off-color for
a well-developed doctrine of the per
son and work of Christ; but the pri
mary emphasis upon the true human
ity and supreme Deity of Jesus Christ,
meeting in one Personality, is worthy
of highest praise. This was St. Athan
asius' faith, and he felt that he was
speaking for the whole of the Chris
tian Church at this crucial point of
doctrine. Said St. Athanasius : "Here
... is a brief statement of the faith
of Christ and of the manifestation of
His Godhead to us." (p. 95)
It is refreshing to read from a
Christian writer who was not plagued
with the contemporary necessity of
confessing the weakness and failure of
the (Christian Church. St. Athanasius
wrote from the perspective of one who
was witnessing the triumphant inarch
of Christianity across the ancient
world, conquering in every nation the
idolatries of the spirit, the cruelties' of
the Hesh, and the philosophies of the
mind, of mankind. He attributed this
nmazing success of the church to her
faith in Jesus Christ as 'very God of
very God' who had become incarnate
in the flesh.
If this volume, the publication of
which is something of an experiment,
wins its wav with the public, more of
the great Christian classics are prom
ised in similar form.
DELBERT R. ROSE
Bi ightman's Reply to Gerstner�
In general, it is not considered "pro
per" to reply to a review. But when a
person asks you questions, should you
leave him agape and unanswered mere
ly because he happens to be a review
er? Not I, if I can help it.
Dr. Gerstner wrote in the Summer
issue of The Asbury Seminarian a
characteiistically fair-minded, objec
tive, and scholarly review of my vol
ume Satare and \^alues. Since I value
review, and Dr. Gerstner, so high
ly, 1 have ]>repared the following an
swers to his questions.
1. "How can a person who has no
a 1 iding soul-substance identify him
self as the same person from day to
d.iy?'' Answer: The actual experience
of .self-identification and unity is the
onlv abidinn- soul-substance we have
or need. The person knows his identity
by the facts of self-experience, mem
ory, and anticij)ation. An additional,
unex])erienced scholastic substance
would be eni])ty of moral and spiritual
values.
'2. "If the mind can refer ... to
something beyond its idea why could
this something . . . not be of a differ
ent stuff from personality?" Answer:
In all philosophy there is a possible
chance of error. I do not claim apodic-
tic certainty. I claim only that any
attempt to explain personality, or ac
tion on personality, by appeal to im
personal stuff is far less probable, less
empirical, and less coherently ration
al, than the belief that mind alone
creates mind and interacts with mind.
3. "How can Dr. Brightman hon
estly square his view of the super
natural with the traditional belief of
the Methodist Church?" Answer:
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Thank God, the traditional belief of
Methodists includes John Wesley's:
"If thy heart be as my heart, give me
thy hand," and "Think and let think"
(in nonessentials). My theory gives
Spirit the control of nature, and makes
God include both the natural and the
supernatural. Methodists are not tied
to any one metaphysics, either to ideal
ism or to dualism. Methodists think
and experience.
4. "Or any Christian symbol?" An
sirer: I suppose Dr. Gerstner means
creed by syml>ol. If he asks whether I
believe every item of any creed exactly
as it was meant by its first writer,
then I wonder how anyone can know
that meaning with certainty or wheth
er any Christian of today puts exactly
the original meaning on very many
credal statements. But if a creed is a
symbol of Christian experience, I can
assert that I believe fully in the real
ity and validity of the experiences on
which the symbols are founded. But I
can't let the Council of Xicaea do all
my thinking for me.
5. "Because nature is known through
consciousness, is ordered and purpos
ive, are we justified in the conclusion
that it is therefore of the nature of
mind?" Ansu-erfi I certainly deny that
the nature of knowledge alone can
prove the nature of the object. Order
and purpose are signs of mind; and
there are many other idealistic argu
ments. To invent an unexperienced
kind of reality, other than conscious
ness, as the basis of nature is to raise
questions as to how it can act on mind,
produce sensations and conform to
rational law. In fact, dualism is a com
promise with materialism which really
grants a large part of the materialist's
argument. See also no. 2 above.
6. "Can you say there is no mind in
our bodies because we cannot find it
with our senses (p. 124)?" Ansirer:
I define body as what can be perceived
by sense. If there is any better defini
tion, let's have it. I hope it is clear
that mind cannot be found within or
as a part of what is perceived by
sense. There is, indeed, no mind in our
body. Mind cannot be located in brain
or out of it. It is not in space; all
space is experience in mind. X"o part
of my body is my mind ; no part of my
mind is any part of my body. The
interaction between my mind and my
body is, I think, one instance of direct
interaction between my mind nnd
God's mind.
7. "Can we find our consciousness
which is believed to be 'in' our body?"
Answer: Consciousness is the only
thing we can ever find directly and
immediately. We experience our con
sciousness at all times when we have
any experience at all. To say that onr
consciousness, say, of the Milky Way,
or of the square root of �1, or of God,
is anywhere in oui' body, seems to me
utterly unempirical and unreasonable.
We experience consciousness; we he-
liere in body. If we believe coherently
in personalism, we believe that body
is God acting on, sustaining, and con
stantly creating our personality, with
its powers, including freedom.
edgar s. brightman
note;:
The Asbury Seminarian is glad to print this re
ply, inasmuch as Dr. Gerstner's review raised
specific questions. It may be observed that the
oft-quoted statement of John Wesley, "If thy
heart be as my heart, give mf thy hand." is
capable of indefinite extension. It would be inter
esting to know whether Wesley, if- he were living
today, would be as latitudinarian as some would
like to imagine. Wesley was tolerant only with
reference to non necessitas�to diverse contempor
ary attempts to state the Christian faith; but he
was by no means tolerant of distinct departures
from historic Christianity such as Dr. Bright-
man's philosophy seems to be.
EDITOR
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(lirisHanity Rightly So Called, by
Samuel G. Craig. Philadelphia:
Presbyterian and Reformed Pub
lishing Company, 1946. x, 270
])ageK. ^2.00.
That the last word concerning the
nature of Christianity has not been
said is evidenced by the appearance of
another volume which seeks to answer
the question, What is Christianity?
In his Foreword Dr. Craig indicates
his purpose: "The aim of this book is
to distinguish between Christianity
and its counterfeits in a manner un
derstandable by the man in the pew as
well as the man in the pulpit. Its pur
pose is exposition, not defense, and ex
position only in as far as needed to
nmke clear what Christianity rightly
so called is in distinction from what
is wrongly so called.'' In the main the
author has succeeded in keeping to his
i>urpose; at some points defen.se has
been the major part of exposition.
The heart of the volume, by admis
sion of the author, is the chapter en
titled "The Essential Content of Chris
tianity." In thirty-six pages he suc
ceeds in summarizing the basic prin
ciples of historic Christian belief, em
phasizing primarily the role of Christ
in the system bearing His name. It
goes without saying that this chapter
will mean much more to those of us
who accept the New Testament as
normative than to those who seek a
norm elsewhere.
Dr. Craig is allergic to Lessing's dic
tum to the effect that "accidental
truths of historv can never be "the
proof of necessary truths of reason."
Conservative Christians may well pon
der his chapter "Christianity, Facts
and Doctrines'' in which he clarifies
the question of the relation of author
ity to Christian faith. Craig is a
worthy successor to J. Gresham Ma
chen at the point of his insistence
upon a hard core of content in the
(Christian Gospel.
Other chapters deal with such sub
jects as the definitions of Christianity
proposed by recent scholarship, the re
Jationship of the Christian system to
history, the ethical implications of the
(xospel, the historic Christian attitude
toward the Bible, modern variant? of
Christianity, and the finality of the
Christian faith. Each of these sub
jects is treated from a frankly conserv
ative point of view. Some may feel
that Dr. Craig adopts an eof cathedra
manner, notably in his chapter "De
formations and Falsifications of Chris
tianity." In the opinion of this re
viewer however, even at those points
in which the author is firmly dogmatic,
he manifests a spirit which adorns the
office of the apologist. Let it be said
also, that while the author is of the
Calvinistic persuasion, he is more than
usually successful in dealing fairly
with the Arminian position. His chief
divergence from Arminianism is evi
dent at the point of the degree to
which the Holy Spirit may operate in
a sanctifying manner during the life
of the Christian.
Finally, he avoids the tendency to
define Christianity in terms of some
highly distilled essence, or some neat
for-mula of epigrammatic character.
He frankly acknowledges that, in its
elaboration, Christianity is by no
means a simple and general phenome
non, but that it has a rationale which
involves both breadth and depth of
content. This, coupled with the fact
that the author writes in a stimulating
and delightful style, ought to com
mend the volume to a wide range of
readers.
HAROLD B. KUHN
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Remaking the Modern Mind, by Carl
F. H. Henry. Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans : 1046. 3'10 pages. |3.00.
The twentieth century has had its
tling at producing non-Christian an
swers to the basic problems with which
man is confronted, and conservative
religious philosophy has only recently
ventured to re-assert the essentially
Christian view of God, of man, of na
ture, and of the universe. Professor
Henry of Northern Baptist Theolog
ical Seminary, has made a heartening
contribution to a Christian apologetic,
and from a vantage point which is al
most as contemporary as today's
newspaper.
The central thesis of the volume is
that the period 1914-1945 marks the
end of an age, an epoch which was
governed by a general pattern of prem
ises which are today discredited by the
I'ealities of the judgment upon West
ern culture. The presuppositions un
der fire are declared to be especially
the following:
( 1 ) The inevitability of human
])rogress:
( 2 ) The inherent goodness of man ;
(.3) The ultimate reality of natur-e;
M iTlie ultimate animality of man.
Chapters II, III, IV, and V contain a
discerning analysis of the tyranny
which the first three of these have ex
ercised over the modern mind. The au
thor is frankly committed to the posi
tions of historic Christianity, and thus
finds himself able to present the crit
icisms of modern life which such think
ers as Reinhold Niebuhr bring for
ward, in a frame of reference free
from the unorthodox trappings of the
Crisis TheologT.
Welcome is Dr. Henry's observation
at the point of the vitalism of Berg-
son, Morgan, and Alexander, which he
considers to be a compromise between
"the cardinal tenets of the past 350
years of speculative thought, and the
complete relevance of the Hebrew-
Christian tradition." (Page 167.)
Some of us are in hearty agreement
Avith him in the conclusion that emerg
ent evolution, and its related ])hilos-
ophy of personal idealism, are flic
most likely rivals of historic Chris
tianity, representing yet a surrender
of that which is truly basic to the
Christian system. Chapter VI, under
title of "A Criticism of the Theory of
Levels" is a must for the student who
desires to understand the basic prin
ciples of so-called creative evolution,
and who lacks time to make a thoi-
ough canvass of the literature elabor
ating it. Equally stimulating is the
chapter entitled "The Predicament of
Modern Gods" in which the limita
tions of the gods of classical Gieek
paganism are shown to be paralleled
by the impotence of the 'gods' of the
moderns, Avhether of the subjectivists,
the vitalists, the personal idealists or
the absolute idealists.
It may seem by now that our author
has entered the lists with a formidable
group of opponents. Sometimes he
gives the impression, even to the read
er of kindred heart-beat, that he has
spread himself too widely. Neverthe
less Professor Henry has se!^.sed accur
ately the rather intangible thing called
the Zeitgeist of our age, and treads
with confident stej) in his as.sertion of
the disjunction existing between that
spirit and the Judeo-Christian way of
thinking. This same type of plain
dealing is manifest in the discussion of
the ethical dilemma of the modem
mind. Here our author locates our dif
ficulty, in large part, in the lack of
moral absolutes, and especially of
norms grounded in an absolute and
supernatural Person. Contemporary
non-revelatory ethics, even in its bet
ter forms, is without the dynamic fur
nished by supernatural regeneration,
and must fall back upon the doubtful
dynamic inherent in its own philosoph
ical position. All this is traced to the
repudiation bv the modern m-nd of
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the essentials of the Hebrew-Chi-istian
position.
The concluding chapter, "Remaking
the Modern Mind," deals with the
problem of the anti-intellectualism
which promises to grip an era which
has found its confidence shaken to the
point that it must reject many of its
dogmas, but which has formed such
intellectual habits as forbid the forth
right abandonment of the lame meta
physics out of which these dogmas
have come. It is probable that at this
point Dr. Henry has the dialectical
theologians primarily in mind; pro
fessing faith in such views as the es-
senUal sinfulness of man, and repudi
ating the dogma of necessary progress,
they yet retain allegiance to principles
which militate against a thorough
faith in the only source of a really al
ternate mode of thinking, namely in
the Christian Scriptures.
At some points in the volume, Dr.
Henry seems more confident than
some of us that high intellectual cir
cles really recognize the bankruptcy
of the initial premises which have \)y..-
duced the modern mind. One wonders
whether, in some circles at least, tlie
commitment of scholarship to the basic
'modern' dogmas nmy not be so deep
that for some years a reversal of intel
lectual gears will be impossible�and
that at least in America the devotees
of 'modernity' will l>e compelled, in
order to fave face, to maintain these
commitments with a 'do-or-die' per
sistence.
Welcome is the re-assertion liy oui'
author of the relevance of the historic
Christian faith to the crisis of the
hour. A thoughtful study of Rcmak-
iiif/ the Modern Mind will give courage
as well as infornmtion to the person
who desires to understand something
of the underlying causes of the sick
ness of the modern world.
HAROLD B. KLTHX.
The Great Divorce, by Clive Staples
Lewis. New York, Macmillan,
1946. 133 pages, |1.50.
In this little volume, Mr. Clive Sta
ples Lewis, the don of Oxford, has
given us another brilliant and absorb
ing fantasy. He describes with clarity
and wit an imaginary journey from
Hell to Heaven.
To understand the story the reader
must continually keep in mind two
things which the author mentions in
his preface. First, "attempts to marry
hell and heaven are perennial," he
says. "The attempt is based on the be
lief that reality never presents us with
an absolutely unavoidable 'either-or' ;
that, granted skill and patience and
(above all) time enough some way of
embracing both alternatives can al
ways be found ; that mere development
or adjustment or refinement will some
how turn evil into good without our
being called on for a final and total
rejection of anything we should like
to retain.'' "This belief," he continues,
"I take to be a disastrous error.'' . . .
"If we insist on keeping hell (or even
earth) we shall not see Heaven : if we
accept Heaven, we shall not be able to
retain even the smallest and most in
timate souvenirs of Hell." The second
tiling is to remember that the story is
a fantasy. "The transmortal condi
tions (described) are solely an imag
inative supposali they are not even a
guess or a speculation at what may ac
tually await us."
The storj begins with a description
of a group of people awaiting the ar
rival of a bus. Anyone in the "Grev
City�the city of shadows" may take
the excursion to the outskirts of Heav
en. Some were going for a definite pur
pose, such as the theologian who found
no one in the grey city with whom he
could argue or discuss the subjects in
which he was interested. Then there
was the woman who wanted God to
return ti e son he had taken from hei
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Others were going to see if tliis was
just another racket. Still others vrere
going for the ride.
When the group arrived, the nari a-
tor discovered that all were transpar
ent ghosts. Each ghost eventually en
countered someone�a bright shining
individual,�a Spirit�who answered
his questions and tried to assist him
in making right decisions. Some of
the Spirits were former acquaintances
whom the Ghosts felt had not been es
pecially saintly while on earth and,
therefore, resented their well meaning
assistance. Despite the continued and
skilful leading of the Spirits, all but
one of the newcomers returned to the
bus and to the shadows from whenc?
they came. Being free to make their
choice, they were unwilling to give up
petty jealousies and various sins, pre
ferring rather to continue as they
were.
One Ghost rode off on his beautiful
white steed to the hills where God was
Availing, but only after he consented
to have his sin "burned out" and after
that process had been completed. The
narrator, after Avitnessing the struggle
l>etween self and the tempter, Avas told
by his Spirit Teacher that "nothing,
not even the best and noblest, can go
on as it now is." It must be- purified.
Mr. Lewis has presented this great
spiritual truth in popular form. His
rare gift for character analysis, his
Avise choice of suitable Avords combined
with his ability to intersperse the ser
ious with humor, makes this story fas
cinatingly readable.
There mav be some readers who Avill
a.
object to the implication of the "time"
and "place" of purification, ^fost
readers, hoAVCA^er, Avill agree that
Heaven and Hell must be completely
divorced and that the process of puri
fication is a neces.sary prerequisite to
entering the Eternal Gity.
LENA B. NOFCIER
Religion in America, by Willard L.
Sperry. Xcav York : Macmillan,
VJMi. xi, ;ili8 pp. 12.50.
Religion in America, a book of more
than 300 pages, Avas written to inter-
l)ret certain American institutions to
the English public. The author, Avlio is
the dcAii ui' ilarvard Divinity Sdiool,
Avarns us that the book is not designed
to be either a history, a theology, a
sociology or an apologetic; but the
readei- will find the book to be an en
gaging amalgam of all these.
The author's aim is to tell the Brit
ish people some very pertinent thing-;
about ourselves. He uses an informal
.and chatty style Avhich is refreshing
indeed. One gets the feeling that here
are the um tared reflections of deep
and reverent scholarship, gleaned
from the vantage point of one of the
significant centeis of the American
scene. The author is an avowed lib
eral, yet he condemns the ultimate of
the libeial ])Osition; in fact, he is al
most as much displeased Avith that as
he is Avith the "somlier and pessimis
tic" position of the conservatiA'es.
The introdnctory chapter indicates
the jioints at Avhich our religious life
differs from that of England. There
are twelve chapters, dealing Avith such
topics as religion in the Thirteen Col
onies, The Denominations (of which
there are 2.")fi), American Theology,
Beligious Edncation, Negro Churches,
Catholicism, etc.
The readers of this revicAV Avill ap
preciate some random samplings of
the book to show its spicy, jienetratinfi
insight. In characterizing us Amer
icans, the author says we are "pre
dominantly sons of Martha." Onr
Protestantism is much engaged in
"doing good,'' "more especially that
sort of good that invoh^es 'going
about,' preferably in Pullman cai s� ."
In appraising the theological posi
tion he makes this obs^TA'ation : "Our
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immediate theological position is this;
our most vocal theologians . . . are
either at the humanist left or at the
neo-orthodox right.'' He sees a great
middle group who are perplexed and
inarticulate. He believes this middle
group may find its voice and achieve
a compromise. He cuts to the heart of
the matter with this : "The idea of re
ligion presupposes the paradox of God
and man met in one experience." "Nei
ther the absolute sovereignty of God
(neo-orthodoxy) nor the final self-
sufficiency of man (humanism) pre
serve that which the idea of religion
requires." On the basis of this the au
thor might be branded as a synergist
and claimed foi- Arminianism.
On human nature he says, "Patent
ly human nature in its totality is, at
the moment, very far from giving a
letter-perfect vindication of libera 1-
ism." He says the biological sciences
l.ave never taken a "blandly cheerful
view of human nature." "If not Adam,
then the ape and the tiger live on in
us."
Discussing the small sects which
make much of the prophetic books of
the Bible, he says, "Let it be said in de
fense of these people that contem])or-
ary history seems to be on their side
rather than on the side of those of us
who are heirs of an old-fashioned, up
grade, omnibus liberalism."
He analyzes the educational situa
tion in this disceraing fashion: "We
have in America the curious paradox
of denominational colleges soft-pedal
ling their religious traditions in an at
tempt to be cosmopolitan (thus for
feiting denominational support), and
the state universities providing means
for the cultivation of the religious life
and maintenance of religions habits,
Avhich is no part of their concern."
The book is fascinating, stimulating
and informative. Religious leaders
could read it with profit. The author
has no axe to grind nor anything to
sell, so he is uninhibited in his ap
praisals. He definitely does not like
fundamentalism. One gets the idea
that it is old supra-lapsarian Calvinis
tic fundamentalism that he opposes.
On the other hand he is frank in
charging liberalism with moral bank
ruptcy. He thinks there should be a
middle way. Perhaps the hour is
golden for Arminians or Essentialists
to begin to advertise their wares.
WILDER "R. REYNOLDS
TJic Xcir Modernism, by Cornelius
Van Til. Philadelphia : Presby
terian and Reformed Publishing
Co., 1916. XX, 384 pp. |3.75.
The content of this volume is indi
cated more fully in its sub-title. An
Appraisal of the Theologjf of liarth
and Bru)iner. Professor Van Til's
thesis is, that Barth and Bninner dif
fer radically from orthodox Protest-
ism at every significant point of doc
trine, so that while their theology is
ostensibly a protest against modern
theological liberalism, it is in reality
]\fodernism in a new guise.
The first 187 pages are devoted to a
critical analysis of the earlier phase
of the Dialectical Theo]og>% as devel
oped by Barth and Brunner in agree
ment. This section, which is by no
means easy reading, gives especial con
sideration to the common indebtedness
of the crisis theologians and modern
liberal theologians, to the critical
epistemology of Kant. Our author
sees both movements as grounded in
the 'idea of the autonomous man,'
Professor Van Til traces the Dia
lectical Theology to five sources, name
ly : Kant's critical philosophy, Hegel's
dialecticism, Kierkegaard's existential
dialecticism, the motif of 'primal his
tory' as developed by Overbeck, and
the E.ristenz philosophy of Heidegger.
These same ingredients are held to en
ter into the sti'ucture of modern liber
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alism. Both movements are then
charged with being positivistic and
naturalistic. The crisis theology of
Barth and Brunner, ostensibly con
servative, is portrayed as having for
its chief foe historic Christianity.
At root, the "new orthodoxy" seems
to be no orthodoxy at all. Its inter-
pi-etation of the doctrines of God, cre
ation, fall of man, sin, redemption and
future things are fundamentally op
posed to the classical Protestant con
ceptions. The treatment of this ques
tion is carefully done, and represents
a thorough canvass of the maze of par
adoxical statements employed by
Barth.
The second division of the volume
deals with the differences between
Barth and Brunner, and embraces
pages 188-274. The chief contribution
of this section is the careful compar
ison by the author of the two writers
at the points of the nature of God, the
nature of human responsibility, and
Brunner's doctrine of personal cor
respondence. Dr. Van Til discovers
again that while the theologians under
question seem to consider the con
sciousness theology of Schleiermacher
as Enemy No. il, in reality they reha
bilitate modem immanentism.
The third section, pages 275 to the
end, deals with the contrast between
the dialectical notions of the Chris
tian church, the Christian life,, and
the Christian hope on the one hand,
and the Reformed views at these same
points. The reader will notice that the
author's treatment of these subjects is
from the point of view of high Calvin
ism. He considers the doctrine of a
self-contained God and an ontological
trinitv to be the truly Christian view
and infers that this doctrine is the ex
clusive property of Calvinism�Profes
sor Van Til might be surprised to
learn that this view is held by many
Arminians !
The real question posed by the vol
ume is that of the essential depend
ence of Barth and Brunner upon the
critical philosophy. Some will con
tend that Barth grounds his biblicism
upon philosophical skepticism, and
that his use of the canons of modern
criticism has for its purpose merely
the establishment of this skepticism.
If this were true, then Dr. Van Til
has misunderstood his opponents. This
reviewer is of the opinion, however,
that the author is correct in his con
tention that modern phenomenalism is
basic to the Dialectical Theology, all
along the line.
It is hoped that enough has been
said to indicate that this volume is a
must for the person who would under
stand the nature of the 'new supernat
uralism.' The author might, without
weakening his own case, give credit to
the crisis theologians for their positive
achievements, such as the renewal of
emphasis, in high circles, upon sin as
pride instead of sensuality, and upon
eschatology. even if in attenuated
form. Nevertheless, Professor Van Til
has rendered the cause of orthodoxy
a large service in drawing attention to
the deeper implications of the Dialec
tical Theology, and to its basic kin
ship with the very system against
which it inveighs.
Many will dismiss the book as ex
pressing a domestic quarrel within the
conservative, household. To the re
viewer this seems a superficial objec
tion. While some elements in the the
ology of crisis seem to be conservative
in tendency, the author has made a
strong case for the view that the sys
tem is a blood cousin to modern lib




Plato's Theory of Man, An Introduc
tion to the Realistic Philosophy of
Vulture, by John Wild; Cam
bridge, Har-vard University Press,
1946. X, 320 pp. 15.00.
Professor Wild has produced one of
the outstanding books of the year. He
has accomplished fully the difficult
task of combining a profound analysis
of hunmn culture, its components and
structure and the perennial problems
it must face, with a vivid study of the
practical philosophy of Plato.
As a study of Plato this book stands
among those of the best recent schol
ars, such as F. M. Cornford, Raphael
Demos, ^\ erner Jaeger in Paideia,
and the late A. E. Taylor. It is infer
ior to none of them, and conspicuously
stronger than some, in point of the
magic of insight that sees beneath the
obvious tenets of Plato (e.g. the Ideas
and immortality) to the more basic
theses which start from practical life,
orienting it in its full setting of the
various metaphysical levels and un
veiling the critical choices that direct
its tiow. This approach is trne to the
historical Plato. He was at bottom
the practical philosopher, exercised by
the issues of life in a dissolving de
mocracy and seeking the roots of col
lapse and restoration in the inversion
and conversion of the individual soul
and of the encompassing group.
Though Plato's argumeht for the
unity of the virtues under intelligent
decision (in the Protagoras) is a fal
lacy on the conceptual plane, it is
sound and cogent on the level of prac-
th'e. The living individual, aspiring
toward his end, responds to the action-
situation in such wise that, unless di
rected by clear insight, he slips down
toward vice. Plato's marvelous mov
ing images of the soul as the chariot-
drTver with his steeds (Phaedrus), of
education as turning about and climb
ing out of the cave, and of society as a
ship (Republic) requiring the art of
navigation and firm helmsmanship in
order to avoid the rocks and weather
storms, are evidences of his practical
concern and vital insight into prac
tice. Life is process, and the issue is
direction.
Professor Wild's analysis of certain
great dialogues lays bare the mutual
interweaving of metaphysical truth
and cultural sanity. His case is un
usually strong concerning the strict
interpretation of Plato's ontology.
Much is gained by his joining Corn
ford to repudiate the popular ten
dency to consider the Parmenides,
Plato's most battling work, as a mere
exercise or even as a joke. It is time
to appreciate the correlation between
the cave and divided line in the Re-
puhlic and the intricate dialectic of
the second part of the Parmenides.
Roth passages investigate the levels of
I.eing, says ^Vild, from the flowing,
relative being of subjective fantasy,
through the partially stable structure
of the changing world as seen by com
mon experience and the i)erinanent
formal order of science, to the perfec
tion of pure Being, the cause and end
of all. Again, Wild shows convincing-
Iv that the ontology of the Parmen
ides and Sophist bring Plato clo.se to
Aristotle's realistic vision of the dy
namic world whose individual sub
stances interact in a manner requiring
analysis by the four types of causal
determinant. In fact, Plato's first
hints of such analysis appear early in
his scattered accounts of man's arts or
crafts�the craftsman makes his prod
uct by imposing structure on a piece
of matter for an end. Here we note
Plato's practical interest coming back
in force. The Thewtatus and Sophist
show that inversion of the order of
bein^' necessitates inversion of human
culture. Consider the arts, both singly
and together. Each is rational action
on matter for an end. Together they
constitute a proper hierarchy, one
using the product of another for
a higher and ruling end; the higher
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art legitimately dominates the efforts
of a lower. The scale is topped by re
ligion, philosophy, and the special
sciences; education receives insight
irom above and then dominates pol
itics, which in turn provides the order
essential to the lower arts and makes
safe the peace and material suflficiencj'
which are conditions for the kingly
arts and for the life that is good for
man. Turn this right order upside
down, however, and the lower arts
dictate to the superior. Then culture
is inverted and society is on the road
(o materialism. Life is distracted by
quack doctors and educators, the end
of social cooperation is degraded to
the production of more and more ex
ternal goods, the state divides into
factions, and spurious arts breed
freely�demagoguery in place of polit
ical leadership, propaganda for ob
jective education, "scientism'' and
sophistry for philosophy, pragmatic
techniques in place of intelligent prac
tice. This trend is the essence of ma
terialism ; and there is no end of the
road but brutal totalitarianism de
voted to bald outward goods and to
nnlimited increase of brute powei-.
Then all are slaves; most of us to a
few of ns, all to fake values blindly
mistaken for the real goal of life.
(Despite his brilliant penetration,
Wild seems to falter now and then.
Quite often the reader desires inter
pretation and defense of Plato's views,
not only exposition. One passage
deals with the philosopher's power to
descend the ladder of knowledge with
greater certainty than that with which
he came up. Is it possible to "prove"
the assumptions of the sciences by
means of the more intelligible truths
on a higher stratum of being? An
other Platonic insight that needs a
commentary and defense is the con
ception of the significance of myths,
i.e. of the relation of religion to ra
tional investigation. Again, while
Wild reports Plato's growing aware
ness of the reality of life and soul and
suggests the argument for God to
which it leads, he might have stated
the argument fully arid exhibited its
claim to cogency. Sometimes Wild
points out a mistake of Plato; but he
fails to test the tendency to treat the
individual chiefly in terms of his craft
or art. On this account the book is
slightly fuzzy on the issue of democ
racy. It states uncritically the dogma
of Plato that the crowd is essentially
ignorant and fractious (Aristotle is
less hasty here), and asserts that the
ideal state of the Republic is a "class
less society." These matters need re
thinking. Finally, I would like to see
the doctrines of the Timwus and Laws
interpreted in the light of what Wild
takes to be Plato's "Aristotelian" on-
tologA".
I conclude with a tribute to the au
thor. We should be grateful for his
book. The great classical tradition,
running down from Plato into the late
Middle Ages, is the sanest and broad
est philosophy the West has known.
Many of our modern movements are
eccentric by comparison. Professor
Wild works brilliantly to remind us of
our tradition and to stir us to learn
from it. For this task he has hardly
an equal in America today.
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